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Foundation Set To Pay Attorney's Fees

Curris-Regents May Be Finished With Fight
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
A conunittment by the Murray
State University Foundation to
pay $39,000 in legal fees has forged
an agreement between the board
of regents and President Cofnstantine Curris, marking an apparent end to the controversy at
the school.
After Saturday's 4-hour executive session, the board
unanimously approved the
agreements five resolutions and
also a release which states the settlement is contingent upon
favorable review by Curris' attorneys.
The agreement was then signed
by the regents and Curris, who
agreed his legal counsel would examine the document by Tuesday.
The resolution adopted by the
board concerns legal fees incurred by the board and Curris
following a Feb. 7 attempt to,fire
him. It recommends the founda-

tion pay Curris' $32,000 in lawyer
fees, and an additional PPS to
the Murray law firm of Hurt,
Haverstock and Jones.
The law firm was hired by
university attorney James Overby, under board authorization, to
prepare charges against Curris
last March and to represent the
board in subsequent litigation.
Other terms of the settlement
involving legal matters include:
— An agreement between Curris and the board not to file suit
concerning any matters which occurred between the two since Feb.
7.
— An agreement by Curris to
drop a suit filed in Calloway County Circuit Court against the board
in an effort to prevent some
regents from participating in a
dismissal hearing.
— An agreement by the board
to permanently drop all administrative charges against Curris and not to file additional
charges.

Another part of the agreement
called for Curris to receive a 10
percent salary increase to $66.396
retroactive to July 1, the beginning of the current fiscal year. At
that time, all faculty members
received salary increases, but
Curris' pay was frozen pending
the outcome of the controversy.
After the meeting, Christopher
said the payment of legal fees was
the missing factor in the "agreement in principle" reached between the board and Curris three
weeks ago.
Vice Chairman William
Carneal, Owensboro, said the
board thought last month the expenses could be paid out of its "uncommitted funds," but later found
that no such funds existed. He said
he contacted Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, the foundation's executive
director, because the board
"didn't want to use taxpayer
money" to pay Curris' lawyers
and Hurt,Haverstock and Jones.
The state had already agreed to

pay the Murray law firm $213,000,
but Carneal said the lawyers fees
"had reached and gone over that
amount."
Hogancamp said after the
meeting four members of the
foundation's executive council
had a "majority vote" to pay the
$39,000 in legal fees during a conference telephone call Thursday
morning. Those who voted were
former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, Ann Hoke, Jim Davis and
Dalton Woodall. Waterfield. also
the foundation's vice president,
also participated in negotiations
during executive session.
Carmel, who also participated
in the call as a non-voting
representative of the board, emphasized Curris had no part in
negotiation between the board and
the foundation.
Curris, who is president of the
foundation and also a member of
the executive council, said he
"made it very clear that they
should exclude me" from any

talks concerning the agreement the Attorney Ge„neral of the Comonce he heard the foundation mnnwealth of Kentucky." and the
'action was taken only for the
would be approached
From that ally forward," he purpose of helping to resolve the
said, "I was unaware of what was conflict and permit the time and
going to be presented" in the final talents of all parties involved to be
devoted to running the timers'
agreement. '•
ty
After the meeting, Hogancamp
Hogancatnp added the money
released a statement concerning
not come from bookstore
would
the origin of the foundation funds
profits, which he said were
to be used to pay attorneys for
already committed to the conCurris and the board. The statestruction of a universit) golf
ment says: "The funds utilized by
course..
the Murray State University
After the meeting, Carneal said
Foundation in contributing to this
felt that both Curris and board
he
infrom
settlement would come
compromised on certain
members
vestment earnings on unrestricted issues in order to reach an agreefunds available to the Board of ment. "Everyone had something
Trustees of the foundation, and they didn't like, everyone lost
would not be restricted dollars something.' he Said, but-- added
donated to the foundation for the settlement was important for
specific programs, nor would any the university
public or taxpayer funds be inRegent Jere McCuiston, Trenvolved."
ton, said he was "happy to get it
The statement added implemen- over with" and his main concern
tation of payment is "subject to was legal fees not come from state
the review, approval and advice of money.

Stewart Stadium To Get New Turf
A new artificial surface should
be installed at Roy Stewart
Stadium before the 1982 football
season begins.
The replacement of the synthetic surface was among several
items approved by the Murray
State University Board of Regents
Saturday.
Before meeting in the afternoon
to formulate an agreement with
President Constantine Curris, the
board approved several actions,
including the replacement of the
artificial turf at the Stadium.

-"
AsGOLDEN POND — In 1850, candles were an important source of
light. The men at The Homeplace-1850,a living history farm in TVA's
Laud Between The Lakes, dip candles using the techniques of the
early 19th century. For additional information, contact TVA-Land
Between The Lakes,Golden Pond,KY 42231,telephone(502)924-5602.
(TVA Photo by Lisa Durall)

Entries Needed
For Christmas Parade
Entries are being received and
plans finalized for the 10th'annual
Rotary Christmas Parade,
scheduled for 10 a.m. Saturday,
Dec.5.
The theme of this year's parade
is "Have A Very Murray
Christmas," and according to
David King, the over-all chairman, the event, which heralds the
Christmas season in Murray, is
expected to be the biggest in its
history.
Chuck Foster, trust officer at
the Bank of Murray, is in charge
of entrants, and groups,
businesses and organizations,
wishing to have a float in the
parade or have a group march or
ride are urged to contact him
without delay.
The club, King said, has approximately $700, made available by
local merchants, with which to
assist entrants in the building of
their floats.
Each entrant in each category
— commercial, school or church
— also will receive a participation
- -...-414ilike..he said. .
The parade, King noted, will be
formed on North.lOth Street north
of Olive Blvd., and will start from
the 10th and Olive intersection. It
wilifollow the same route as in the
past — south on.10th to Main and
past on Main into the business
district.
Sanla Claus, weather permit-

the stadium was installed in 1972
and began deteriorating two
years ago, Howard said advancements in technology have
extended -the life of the new synthetic surfaces.
Regent Sara Page, Paducah,
asked Howard if any studies were
made concerning the safety of artificial grass compared to a
natural surface. He replied that
many schools approved of the
carpet-like playing surface when
it firSt came out, but its safety had
been questioned as its popularity
increased. The question of
whether or not the turf causes injuries is "up in the air," he said.
Regent Bill Morgan, Benton,
said the stadium is a "total
university facility" used by many
groups therefore should be
renovated with another synthetic
surface. He also mentioned safety, saying the current condition of
the field might lead to injuries.
Regent Steve West, Murray,
suggested the project be postponed until the state legislature meets
tip determine if the school would
get an appropriation for the
replacement. He questioned the
use of reserve funds to pay for the
replacement, and pointed out the
recent cutbacks in higher education dollars."Some of that reserve
might be needed to survive the
next two years," he said.
The motion passed by a 9-1 vote.

Dr, Charles Howard, chairman
of the board's physical plant corn:.
mine*, recommended the regents
adopt a plan which would replace
the 9-year-old turf with a new synthetic tuf turf at a cost of $480,000.
Howard- said his committee
researched the project by comparing costs of natural turf and
synthetic surfaces.
He said he asked Racer Head
Coach Frank Beamer for his opinion on the projecty, and the
coach said he preferred to have
natural grass and also have a strip
of artificial turf behind the
stadium to use as a practice field.
Beamer said Sunday he was
pleased with the board's decision,
and realized the cost of both a
natural field and turf was "not
feasible." The coach added the
replacement "was something that
was desperately needed" and the
Howard said the replacement
synthetic surface has an ad- would probably take about four to
vantage in that the field can be us- six weeks next spring.
ed by the band, intramural sports
and other university groups.
In other action, the board:
*Passed a motion authorizing
Howard reported to the board
that a natural field would have re- the purchase of le $47,000 diesel
quired an initial investment of garbage truck;'
*Named Jim Hall, vice presi$150,000 and an additional $17,700
per year maintenance cost. He ad- dent for administrative services,
ded the upkeep cost for a grass
field would rise approximately 10
percent each year, and after 10
years, the school would have saved about $8,000 as a result of installing artificial turf.
Although the present surface at

ting, will arrive by helicopter and
will take his traditional place at
the end of the line of march, which
is expected to include several
bands from across the area.
Assisting King with the parade,
which is sponsored annually by
the Murray Rotary Club, will be
Mark Blankenship,local attorney,
and several key committee
Showers ending this morning
chairmen:
with clearing skies by this
Bill tlewlett, downtown merafternoon. High in the lower to
chants; Wayne Bennett, transpormid 60s. Tonight clear and cool.
tation; Hamp Erwin, awards;
Low in the mid or upper 30s.
Burton Young, traffic control;
Tuesday sunny and mild. High
Will Ed Clark,Santa Claus; Roger
in the lower to mid 60s.
Reichmuth, bands; and Ray
Kentucky-Extended Forecast
Mofield, electronic media publiciWednesday through Friday:
ty.
Little if any rainfall expected.
An added feature of this year's
Highsin the 60s Wednesday will
parade day will be a concession' cool into the upper 40s to mid
stand and display of arts and
50s by Friday. Lows generally
crafts in the area on the south side :between 35 and 45 degrees.
of the court square where,the
Western Auto store once stood.
This is being arranged by David
One Section-14 Pages
Graham.
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5
The Rotarians also are sponsorClassifieds
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ing a country ham breakfast at
Comics
Bentley's Restdurant on the west
Crosswords
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Dr. Lamb
4
the club's scholarship and service
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may
and
each
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be obtained from any, member of
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furnortheide
the deb:Bob Dunn,
Opinion Page....3
niture merchant, is the thairmati
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as board treasurer. Hall replac- Yugoslavia
ed Budget. Director Don
'Heard an overview of the
Chamberlain, who served as ac- budgetary process from Halt and
ting treasurer when former Vice accepted the financial reports for
President Richard Gray resigned fiscal year 1980 and the quarter
from the university last summer;
ending Sept. 30,1981
'Re-elected Ron Christopher,
*Accepted eight sets of large
Murray, as chairman of the animal horns and a set of wild
board;
boar tusks from Dr. Marian J
'Entered into a facilitty and stu- Fuller as a gift to the Hancock
dent exchange agreement with the Biological Station on Kentucky
University of Sarajevo in Lake. The gift is valued at $1,510

Students Will Compete
In MSU Chemistry Tourney
Seniors representing approximately 30 high schools in four
states are expected to compete in
the 11th annual Murray State
University High School Chemistry
tournament Saturday, Nov. 21.
The tournament is sponsored
jointly by Murray State Department of Chemistry and the local
chapter of Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society. Contestants from Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri will
be competing for university
scholarships totaling $1,400.
The Murray division of Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation recently made the first contribution in a
campaign being conducted by
Murray State and the chemical
society for financial support to
underwrite the cost of tournaments.
The donation of $1,000 from
Vanderbilt and additional support
from industry, area banks and individuals will be placed in a trust
fund adminisetered by the University Foundation. Earnings from
the fund will be used for making
future awards.

"Donors are mindful of the important role of high school
chemistry toward influencing
students to enter the chemistry
profession." said Dr Howell
Clark, chemistry professor and
co-coordinator of the 1981 tournament.
Participants in this year's tournament, which will begin at 8.30
a.m. in the University Center, will
compete for scoring honors oria 90minute written comprehensive examination covering high school
chemistry.
Scholarships of $500, $400, POO,
and $200 amounts will be awarded
to the top four scorers. In addition.
the recipients will reeeive plaques
and cash a warils of $100, $75, $50
and $25 respectively.
For the first year, school team
cash awards and plaques will be
given. The awards will also be in
the aiWbunt of $100, $75, $50 and
$25.
Top honor for the 1980 tournament went to John Pennington of
Marshall County High School who
won in a field of approxirnagely
100 contestants.

clearing skies

today's index

VANDERBII,T CHEMICAL DONATION - Two officials of the Mm-ray Division of Vanderbilt Chemical
eretion---(from left) Ed Shinners, vice president and general maneger:and Don Burke, chief chemist
--present a 11,000 check to two representatives of the Department of Chemistry at Murray State University
as the company's donation to the Murray State University High School Chemistry Tournament Fund. Receiving the donation are Dr. Howell Clark (second from right), professor, and David Howell, curator, who
organized the tournament and has directed it each year since 171. Earnings from the fund will be used for
cash awards to individual and school winners of the chemistry tournament, which is scheduled this year Nov.
21. Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation was the first industry donor to the tournament fund. Other industries
which have subsequently donated are Pennwalt Corporation, Air Products and GAF Corp., all of Calvert City,
Westvaco of Wickliffe and Holly Carburetor of Paris, Term Four area banks and several individuals have
also contributed to the fund, which is now approximately $5.060
•
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Astronauts Begin Debriefings
After----Two-Day Shuttle Flight
Astronauts Joe Engle and
Richard Truly began a week of intensive debriefings today on their
two-day flight aboard the space
shuttle, while technicians
prepared the Columbia for its
third tripin March.
"There'll probably be a long
briefing session on electricity,"
space agency spokesman Charles
Redmond said Sunday at the
Johnson Space Center in Houston,
noting the flight of the 106-ton
winged rocketship was cut from
five days to two because a batterylike fuel cell failed.
The Columbia returned to Earth
on Saturday, landing smoothly in
California's Mojave Desert and
becoming the first vehicle to complete more than one round-trip into space.
At nearby Edwards Air Force
Base, shuttle test manager and
former astronaut Deke Slayton
said only about a dozen of the
31,000 heat-shielding tiles that
cover the craft's aluminum skin
will have to be replaced. Troubles

with the tiles had plagued the
shuttle project.
Engle and Truly, who talked by
telephone with President Reagan,
had a preliminary debriefing of
sorts at breakfast in Houston Sunday with Vice President George
Bush.
Reporters waiting outside during the meal heard about five
minutes of conversation via a
microphone left turned on in the
dining room.
"Can that thing pick up — is it
designed to pick up an ailing
satellite?" the vice president asked Truly,the shuttle pilot.
"It can," Truly replied.
Later, Bush asked Engle: "Can
you really sleep the same way" in
weightlessness. "I mean, where
you're just out and not aware? Or
is it very light?"
"No, you really can," said
Engle. "I slept well. The only problem is, you wake up early."
Engle and Truly went home and
spent the rest of the day relaxing

with their families. They win
"pick up on a solid week of
technical briefings" today, space
agency spokesman Terry White
said. "Each system group's
engineers will get a crack atthem
to pick their brains on what works
and what needs to beimproved."
Redmond said this time experts
should be able to produce a
thermogram of the shuttle's
underbelly during the fiery reentry — a picture showing the
varying degrees of heat buildup.
Officials believe friction created
by re-entry generates
temperatures up to 2,700 degrees
Fahrenheit, burthey were not able
to compare that estimate with a
thermogram during April's
maiden flight because of bad
weather.
Engle and Truly are to hold a
news conference in about a week.
There was no hiding the disappointment for Engle and Truly
when they addressed a welcoming
crowd after their landing at Edwards Air Force Base,Calif.

Hinckley Tries To Hang Himself
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the door lock jammed, U.S. marshals ,reached in the window of
John W. Hinckley Jr.'s prison cell
and cut down the accused
presidential assailant as he tried
to hang himself with a rolled-up
jacket, the Justice Department
says.
Justice Department spokesman
Tom DeCair said the lock on Hinckley's cell door malfunctioned
and kept marshals from reaching
him immediately after they saw
him begin the apparent suicide attempt at 4:55 p.m.Sunday.
DeCair credited .alert work by
- the marshals guarding Hinckley
in the stockade at Fort Meade,
Md., with saving his life.
The spokesman said Hinckley
was "semi-conscious" and suffering from hypoxia, or oxygen deficiency, when he arrived at the
hospital of the army base but was
in satisfactory condition with "no
serious injury of any kind."
U.S. marshals are investigating
the incident, particulary to determine whether the 26-year-old Hinckley had disabled the lock on his

cell door, DeCair said.
Hinckley has been under 24-hour
watch since he unsuccessfully
tried to harm himself with a overdose of Tylenol, an aspirin
substitute, and Valium, a tranquilizer, in a federal prison in
Butner, N.C., last May 27. Prison
officials said Hinckley wrote of
possible suicide after that.
Hinckley pleaded innocent to a
13-count federal indictment charging him with attempted assassination of President Reagan on
.March 30. His lawyers have told
the court they will use an insanity
defense and will not contest the
fact that Hinckley shot and
wounded Reagan, a Secret Service agent, a District of Columbia
policeman and White House press
secretary James Brady.
While Hinckley awaits the start
of his trial Jan. 4 in U.S. District
Court in Washington, he has been
watched around the clock directly
and on television monitors in his
single cell at the nearby army
base.
DeCair said marshals saw him
try to hang himself with a rolled-

up jacket wrapped around a bar in
the cell window and rushed to stop
him. The door, however, would not
unlock, so the marshals went outside in the exercise yard and
reached through the window to cut
him down.
"It was because he was under
24-hour watch that the attempt
was unsuccessful," DeCair said.
The spokesman said he did not
know exactly how long Hinckley
had been hanging before he was
cut down.
Asked if Hinckley left a note,
DeCair said, "I can't answer
that.He said he did not think the incident would delay or affect
Hinckley's trial.
One of Hinckley's attorneys,
Vincent Fuller, said Sunday night,
"It's premature to say what it will
do to the trial. I can't get to
officialdom until tomorrow."
Fuller said he had no details of
what happened at Fort Meade.
Hinckley's father, a Denver oil
entrepreneur, and mother have
been told of the incident, Fuller
said, but he declined to give their
response.

French Plan Assassination;
Seek Reagan's Approval
NEW YORK (AP) —
The government of
former French President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing
was planning an
assassination attempt on
Libyan leader Moanunar
Khadafy and sought the
Reagan administration's
approval early this year,
Time magazine reports.
Quoting unidentified
sources in Washington,
the magazine says in its
current issue that a highranking official in
Giscard d'Estaing's
government presented
the plan to high-ranking
Reagan administration
officials.
The U.S. would not

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental Cl KOnluclor
Your ptotesvOnirls ii rue

have been directly involved in the assassination
attempt, the magazine
says, but the French asked that the U.S. give
quick recognition to
Khadafy's successor in
the event of a coup.
Time says the plan was
never approved, although
U.S. officials agreed to
continued discussions.
The plan fell through
when Francois
Mitterrand defeated
Giscard d'Estaing in the
French presidential
election in May, the
magazine says.
"The French official
proposed that the killing
be done by a group of Li-

byan exiles, trained and
controlled by the
French," Time says its
sources told it. Richard
Allen, the national security advisor, was at the
White House meeting,
Time says.
Edwin Meese,
counsellor to President
Reagan, would neither
confirm nor deny the
plan, Time says. But the
magazine quotes State
Department spokesman
Dean Fisher as saying
there was "no discussion
of a covert plot to overthrow Khadafy."
Spokeswoman Kim
Hoggard, reached at the
White House on Sunday
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night, said, "I don't have
any information on that. I
don't know what to tell
you."
Mitterrand government officials insisted
last week they had never
heard of such a plot, Time
says, and "the French official has disavowed any
role in the plot."
Nicholas Veliotes,
assistant secretary of
state for Near Eastern
and South Asian affairs,
and Chester Crocker,
assistant secretary for
African affairs, denied
the official made "any
formal proposal of covert
action" at the meeting
they attended, the
magazine says. They
admitted the discussion
involved Libya, the
magazine says.
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WASHINGTON(AP)—
In an encouraging sign
for home-buyers, the
government is lowered its
ceilings on federally insured home loan rates today for the second time in
two months.
The Department of
Housing and Urban
Development said Friday
that the ceiling rate
would drop today to 15.5
percent from 16.5 percent
for both fixed-rate and
graduated -payment,
long-term, single-family
mortgage loans insured
by the Federal Housing
Administration..
The same change will
apply to fixed-rate,
single-family home loans
backed by the Veterans
Administration.
- Following the' ead of
private lenders, HUD
raised its ceiling to a
record 17.5 percent in
September, and now it is
following the same lead
in lowering its limit as
private rates decline. '

INGERSOLL-RAND SCHOLARSHIPS — Two officials of the
Tony Casagrande (left), vice president of Centac Operations,Ingersoll-Rand Company plant at Mayfield —
and Frank R. OLsofka, manager of contract
engineering — present $500 Ingersoll-Rand scholarships to two
senior manufacturing engineering technology
majors at Murray State University. The recipients are _Ben
A. House (second from left), Princeton, and
Daniel C. Terrell, Eddyville Route 2.Ingersoll-Rand, which has
its headquarters in Woodcliff, N. J.,annually
awards some 60 scholarships of $500 each to students across the
related programs. Recipients at Murray State are designated by country who are majoring in engineering
based on academic achievement,leadership qualities, professionthe Department of Engineering Technology
al
Rand is a Fortune 200 company with annual sales of $3 billion. It promise and career interests. Ingersollproduces engineering equipment,standard
machinery and professional tools and locks.

Winds, Rain Batter Coasts,
Stop Clean Up Efforts
Gale-force winds and rain battered the Pacific and Atlantic
coasts again today, hampering efforts to clean up debris left by a
weekend scourge of storms that
killed 11 people and left eight
others missing.
Seattle's futuristic Space Needle swayed in the brutal winds,
briefly trapping eight people in an
elevator inside, while a landmark
of another age — the Cape Hatteras 'Lighthouse in North
Carolina — was threatened by
rampaging coastal waters licking
at its base.
The Pacific storm raked northern California, Oregon,
Washington and British Columbia
on Friday with only small respites
over the weekend,and forecasters
today renewed warnings for
residents to stay indoors.
On the Atlantic side, the
weekend winds that came ashore
from Florida to New Jersey headed north and out to sea but at
angle that put New England in
their path. The storm lashed New
York's Long Island today with
winds estimated at 70 mph, and
caused major flooding from New
Jersey to Maine, the National
Weather Service said.
Flooding and seas of up to eight
feet were predicted for large parts
of the New England coast at high
tide today.
Oregon bore the storm's fury all
weekend. Winds were clocked at
90 mph on the coast and five people were killed. Three others were
lost at sea off the coast of the
state.
A 12-year-old boy in Portland
who was being knocked from his
bicycle from the gales grabbed a
power line as he fell and "there
was smoke coming out of his
body," said Jude Niederhofer,
who hit the line with a tree limb
and got it off the boy. Tony Bits
lived, hospital officials said, and
his rescuer called it "almost like a
miracle."
Eight people were stranded for
an hour Sunday when the elevator
of Seattle's skinny, 60-story Space
Needle got stuck about 140 feet off
the ground as the tower swayed in

50 mph winds.
"It was like walking on a motor
boat," said Margaret Becker of
Pomeroy, who descended from
the monument with her mother
shortly before three other
relatives were trapped. "You

could hardly stand up. It was
spooky."
The storms crumbled roads, ate
away beaches and led to power
outages that left millions without
electricity.

Reagan Plans No Changes
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, back in the nation's
capital after an unsuccessful hunting weekend in Texas, says he
plans no changes in his administration because of personnel
problems involving his national
security adviser and his budget
director.
Reagan flew home Sunday
aboard the jumbo "Doomsday
Plane" designed by the Strategic
Air Command as a flying White
House during nuclear war and
said the experience left him feeling secure.
He returned to find increasing
questions about national security
adviser Richard V. Allen's receipt
of $1,000 from a Japanese
magazine which interviewed Nancy Reagan last January and continuing fallout from budget director
David A. Stockman's published
doubts about the president's
economic program.
Reagan refused to accept

Stockman's resignation last week,
and deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said Sunday that there would be no comment on the Allen matter pending
a Justice Departmeat
investigation.
Upon arrival Sunday evening at
Andrews Air Force Base near
Washington. Reagan replied
-No" when asked if he planned
any changes in his administration.
The New York Times quoted
unidentified administration officials today as saying there is no
plan to ask Allen to step down during the investigation, although
that position could change if a
special prosecutor were
appointed.
A senior executive of the
Japanese women's magazine
Shifu-no-Tomo — Japanese for
'Housewives' Friend" — said he
understood the White House knew
in advance of the payment, which
he called customary.

Calloway Dominates Event
The name Calloway County was
seen a great deal in the final
listing of the winners of the 12team Lake Barkley Invitational
Saturday at Trigg County High
School.
The varsity Lakers, two-time
defending state champions, won
the competition with a total of 579
points. Calloway's junior varsity
team placed third with 294 points
and the middle school team was
fourth with 194 points.
Henry County High School was
second with 350 points.
Students placing for the Lakers
were Cindy Bazzell, second, and
Lisa Hale,third, original oratory;

Hale, first, Karen Adams,second,
prose, Bazzell, third, poetry;
Shawn Bucy and Stephanie
Welch, third, duet acting; Trisha
Clark, second, dramatic interpretation; Hale, first, Sherri
Mills, third, solo acting; Alan
Miller, third, humorous interpretation; Mark Cooper, second,
Phil Orr, third storytelling; Kenneth Futrell, second, Jenise Boyd,
third, extemporaneous speaking;
Joe Zinkovich, third, broadcasting, Wendy Parker and
Natalie McDougal, second duet
acting.
•
The Lakers, coached by Larry
England, will travel to Built Central High School next week.

Economic Package Faces
AnotherMajor Test This Week
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's economic program
faces another major test this week
as Congress works against a Friday deadline for legislation to
keep the government operating.
A continuing resolution that has
funded government operations
since Oct. 1 — the start of fiscal
1982 — expires at midnight Friday. Unless new legislation is
passed, no money will be
available for federal agencies.
The bill is only one of several
economic approaches before Congress that are aimed at keeping
federal services going while trying to find away to cut back on
mounting federal deficits.
In other pending action on
economic matters, the House
plans to consider the defame
autburiwitair bill' —
•a
showdown looming on Reagan's
plan to build the B-1 bomber and
the MX missile — and possibly a
conference -report to restore
minimum Social Security
benefits.
•
Also, a House-Senate con-

ference committee hopes to wind
up its lengthy deliberations on the
multibillion-dollar, four-year
farm bill.

hope was to defeat the bill and
then introduce another calling for
less money.
,Republicans had sought to offer
an amendment that would impose
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, 1)-S.C.1,i
up to a 6 percent across-the-board
said Sunday on ABC's "This Week cut
in the bill's appropriations, but
with David Brinkley" that he he
House Rules Committee, conthe
was "getting close" to the votes
trolled by the Democratic leaderneeded on the Senate Appropriations Committee to delete funds ship,rejected that approach.
Republicans immediately
for 100 B-1 bombers which Reagan
threatened
a floor fight in hopes of
wants to build while developing a
making
the
cuts, which they conradar-eluding Stealth plane. Hollings said the $40 billion targeted tended were needed to ward off a
for the B-1 over 10 years is too ex- presidential veto.
The huge bill would provide
pensive "for a plane that is going
funds
for almost all federal agento be serviceable for three years.'
cies
through
the end of the fiscal
"I don't believe I have the
votes," he said. "We are picking year, or until the regular, individual money bills are passed.
up."
Meanwhile,in a copyright interThe continuing resolution before view published Sunday in U.S.
60 noise t9,61,Y.!mkt keepthe .News & World Report; Defense
itivbrent. (Ming at current Secretary Caspar Weinberger aflevels — not at lower levels sought firmed the Reagan
administration's commitment to
Bec
Rea
anof
by
augse
. the way.the legisla- "rearming the country" despite a
tion was structured, Reagan's troubled economy."We have been
apt= in the House had overspending for government as a
=drillia
t -to reduce the whole but not for defense,"
projected spending.- Their only
e nberger said.
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Wet-Dry Status
Confusing To Many
By SY RAY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-- Only 26 counties in Kentucky allow
the sale of aleebebe beverages
while 94 are dry, but those figures
are deceptive because the wet
counties comprise 51.6 percent of
41 _ the state's population.
Still, WIsomething of a paradox
that a date renowned for its
bourbon production has so many
dry areas.
The situation puzzles
newcomers and tourists, and
Distilled Spirits Administrator Ed
Farris says, "I've never heard
any logical explanation for this."
A map shows what analysts
would expect: Wet counties
predominate in the populous
Louisville area, Northern Kentucky, much of Central Kentucky
and a number of counties along
the Ohio River in the west. The
rest of the state is largely dry.
But it takes more than a map to
try to decipher any trends in what
has become a wet-dry standoff.
Some observers think they see
some signs in the recent wet
status of several precincts iw
Ashland and the surprising vote
by Royalton residents in Magoffin
County to go wet.
In the Royalton area, bootleggers have flourished for years, as
they have in other parts of the
mountains.
Paul Bailey, a coal company
night watchman who started the
petition drive that led to the local
option election in Royalton, said
many church members favored
wet status "because it was a case
of legal versus illegal, not wet versus dry."
The attorney general's office
has said twice in advisory opinions that once a county has voted
itself dry, only a city of the fourth
class or larger can vote to go wet.
"At this time, I'd say the election was illegal," Magoffin County
Attorney Marcus Mann said."But
I don't intend to challenge it. I
don't think the fiscal court would
•

want me to."
But that does not hold true for
nearby Mount Sterling, which is
legally wet and had been supplyliquor tothe Royalton area.
A Mount Sterling law firm has
filed suit eti2l1Pnging the Royalton
election, and the suggestion in
Magoffin County is that a group of
Mount Sterling liquor stores initiated the court action.
But Neil Maxey, one of the
lawyers,said he was contacted by
the date's temperance league
which did not think "we ought to
let this gp by without being
contested."
At Ashland, the main issue in
the wet vote in four precincts was
economic — the Ohio River city's
doWntown spokesmen claimed
they needed a business boost that
legalizing liquor would provide.
The latest legal development is
a ruling by a circuit court
validating the election. That apparently paves the way for liquor
sales to resume at three
restaurants and begin at five
package stores.
The final chapter in Ashland
could be yet to come because the
United Dry Forces have the right
to appeal the circuitcourt ruling.
Wets trying to change the status
quo never came near to victory in
Pulaski, Ohio, Morgan, Trigg,
Grayson and Lee counties,and.the
negative votes often approached 3
to 1.
"I think there seems to have
been a kind of equilibrium struck
between the wets and drys," Farris said. "Neither has a favorable
prospect of enlarging its scope."
Even a governor is extremely
careful not to arouse the drys.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
answering a question recently on
statewide television, said he
would favor a law allowing sales
of liquor in state parks.
Brown "clarified" his remarks
the next day, backing away from
such an endorsement, presumably
because dry spokesmen were
highly upset.

Bootlegging Causes
Problems In Dry Areas

41-1()

evirx .-Igts

Warrant Officer Jimmy David
- Medalins receiiid-the
while serving with the 101st Airborne Division in Vietnam
Deaths reported included
Melvin Lee Barnes. 82, and Pearl
Osbron.68
About ki acre of lobially piaussa
the farm of tithe Knight Stubblefield. near-New Conned, was
damaged by fire on Nov. 15.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and 'Mrs. Glenn T. Burnpous, Nov 11, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Hogue. Nov. 13.
James Stahler of Kt. S. Murray,
was choaen Outstanding Young
Farmer of 1971 for Calloway Count) b) Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees

21)
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Agree Or Not
FRANKFORT — Money is going to be the big problem when the
General Assembly convenes Jan.
S.
Elimination of the sales tax on
utilities and passage of controversial House Bill 44 by the special
legislative session called by Lieut.
Gov. Thelma Stovall in 1979 have
contributed to a decrease in tax income, but the declining economy
has been the big factor.
House Bill 44 limits an increase
in property tax income to four percent a year. This does not affect
the state near as much as local
branches of government since the
state levy is only one percent on
real estate, or was until Gov.
Julian Carroll got- the Power
Equalization Bill passed for
education in 1976. This bill took the
first 35 cents per $100 valuation
assessment of school taxes from
local boards of education and
transferred it to the state and the
state now distributes the money.
After House Bill 44 was passed
in 1979, the above combined taxes
dropped to a rate of 27.9 per $100
and went down to 24.1 in 1980 and
will be 22.9 this year according to
the Department of Revenue.
Homestead exemption that

By S. C. VanCuron
started out at $6,500 several years can increase its income above the
ago has now climbed to $12,900 for four percent increment annually
this year, the Revenue Depart- allowed under HB. 44 is by a vote
ment said. It was $10,200 for the of the people. When the consumer
past two years. This changes price index increases, the taxing
every two years since it is figured district rate decreases to allow
on the consumer price index. This. gain not to exceed four percent
could change if the federal more than the year before.
government changes the method
While inflation is increasing
of figuring this index,substituting more than 10 percent each year,
rent as a factor instead of home taxing district income is increaspurchase prices.
ing only on an average of four perThis is all tied to the rubber cent; therefore, the operating
dollar theory passed in a 1965 pinch widens.
special session by Gov. Edward T.
Government and school officials
Breathitt after the Court of Aphave been suggesting that House
peals then ruled that all property
Bill 44 be repealed and Gov.
should be assessed at fair cash
Brown supported such a move at
value. Assessments before then
one time, but the legislature has
had been at about one third of
seemed, in no mood to increase
market value with some counties
taxes, especially during recesfar below that, Monroe County
sion.
was only 14 percent.
However, there is a better opThis bill provided that a comportunity to do so in the 1982 sespensating tax rate be set that
sion because it will be three more
would produce no more income
years before the 100 House
than the previous tax rates, • members come up for election and
especially the $1.50 rate maxonly 19 members of the Senate will
imum for school taxes. The school
come up for election in 1983. There
tax rate was later set as a
is no organized move afoot for
minimum of 35 cents per $100 to
repeal at this time.
permit a district to share in the
However, tins may be' the
Minimum Foundation Program.
easiest road out instead of inThe only way a taxing district
creasing taxes.
There have been suggestions
that taxes be increased on coal,
tobacco and possibly whiskey, but
the federal government is also
rise in payrolls from less than
considering an increase in these
$2.2 billion to more than $50
fields and it wouldn't be feasible
billion a year. Downsizing that
for Kentucky to pile on more
is a keystone of his program.
taxes.
So also are cuts in services he
Something has to give
feels should be assumed by the
somewhere
in the financial picprivate sector, either directly
ture.
by individuals or indirectly
through their institutions.
Downsizing to the President is
WRITE A LETTER
equated with efficiency.
Letters to the editor are
It is in state governments and
welcomed and encouraged.
in private enterprise also.
All letters must be signed by
These are days in which hardthe writer and the writer's
nosed efficiency experts thrive
address and phone number
and sinecured employees sudmust be included for
denly have to prove their
verification. The phone
worth.
number will not be publishBut not all that goes is waste.
ed.
As downsizing becomes the
T,etters should be
typewritten and doublevogue you can be certain there
'will be excesses. The good may
spaced whenever possible
go with the bad. Valuable proand should be on topics of
gams and people wilt be
general interest.
sacrificed. Short-run
Editors reserve the right
efficiencies may be at the exto condense or reject any letpense of potential long term
ter and limit frequent
gains.
writers.
Address correspondence
It cannot easily be
to: Editor, The Murray
demonstrated, but every now
Ledger di Times"; Box 32,
and then a suryey suggests it is
Murray, Ky. 42071.
extensive.

Americans Do With Less

NEW YORK (AP) — Houses,
fidavits from customers.
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
cars,
government
McReynolds admits that i§ seldom
Associated Press Writer
bureaucracies, corporate
easy because few patrons want
staffs, incomes and financial
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) — their favorite bar closed down.
goals all share a word these
The way Capt. Jay R. McReynolds
That task is made easier if there
days
that you won't even find in
there
are
good
bootlegfigures it,
is trouble at a bar. If there are
the dictionary. They are being
gers and bad bootleggers?
fights, or the owner allows
They're all crooks, the com- drunken customers on the road, "downsized."
The word seems to be a
mander of the Madisonville Ken- police can move in.
euphemism
for being forced to
tucky State Police post emThey often do. One July day, do with less, a grudging concesphasizes, but some give law enstate police conducted six raids, sion to economic reality, an atforcement officers more trouble
made several arrests and con- tempt to make the best of a
than others.
fiscated more than 10,000 cans of world which no longer indulges
"There are a few bootleggers
beer and dozens of bottles of li- its people in easy luxuries.
that try to stay away from selling
quor. Similar raids are conducted
If you have to accept less,
to kids," McReynolds said."They
almost monthly.
then
make it the fashion, make
know that if they sell to kids,
Police can only raid the place, it the "in? thing. Pity the boor
mommas and poppas get mad.
McReynolds complains. The bars who lives in the old Victorian
"But there are others who care
are often operating again within a house with massive
rooms, or
less who they sell to,"
few days. One club was raided the wastrel who rides
around
McReynolds continued. "And
twice in two days.
on
eight
big
cylinders.
fights
owners
Won't
want
most bar
When an arrest is made, Logan
The trend probably began
or drunks leaving their places."
Calvert must prosecute. It is not with the automobile
or the
It is illegal to sell alcohol in
always easy. Usually he settles for chocolate candy bar,
but now
nearly three-quarters of Kena guilty plea, the alcohol is "downsizing" has
been emtucky's 120 counties. But there are
consfiscated,a fine is paid and the braced by so much of
society
few, if any, of those counties in
offender is given a suspended jail that it might eventually
be used
which a person cannot obtain just
sentence.
to describe7,11lecade of the
about anything he wants in the
Calvert said the one time he 80s.
way of alcohol.
tried to take a bootlegging case to
President—Reagan is a
It's called bootlegging, selling
trial, he could not find a jury Of 12
downsizer, and the federal
alcohol in a dry county. It's been
people who would say they were bureaucracy
is his patient. He
happening since man decided to
unbaised.
has plans to eliminate two
regulate the sale of liquor.
"A bootlegger will exist only if
Selling liquor in Madisonville
the public- tolerates it," departments, energy and
education. He hopes to cut the
and Hopkins County has been ilMcReynolds said. "If they want to
budget. He plans to curtail
legal since 1908. There are few
get rid of bootleggers, people in a
regulation.
who
residents,
however,
local
county can do it."
don't know where to get a drink or
In Reagan's view, the
McReynolds is not optimistic
a bottle.
bureaucracy grew ,too fast,
about the prospects.
In the northernmost area of
"It was going on long before you from 1.1 million civilian federal
Christian County, just south of
and I were born and it will be long workers in 1940 to nearly triple
here, several "county-line liquor
that in 1980, accompanied by a
after we're dead," he said.
stores" are doing a booming
business far from any population
center. Their customers are
primarily from Hopkins County.
"It used to be a man would say
(USPS308-700)
'I'm not going to support a
bootlegger," McReynolds said.
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
"But with the cost of gas now, he
Editor
R.
Gene McCutcheon
a
legal
miles
for
why
go
25
figures
bottle when he can to just down
The Murray Ledger & Times is polished every afternoon
the road?"'
except Sundays,July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
•
The popular notion of a bootlegThanksgiving by Murray Newspapers,Inc. 106 N. 4th, Murger involves driving up to a
ray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
darkened building, giving the pro42071.
per signal and surreptitiously conducting the illegal exchange.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
•
Although that still happens,
$3.25 per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
_ McReynolds admits, bootleggers
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., 04.50
these days are much more brazen.
per year. By mail to other destinations,$39.50 per year.
Many have established their own
bars.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association
and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
There is a string of such
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to republish
- establishments just east of
local news originated by The Murray Ledger & Times as
•
Madisonville. McReynolds'knows
it. The sheriff's-depth brit-A kinarwa'
,
wellas all °thee Arnews.
it. County Attorney Logan Calvert
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
knows it.
753-1916
Business Office
'
Doing something about it,.
753-1916
Classified Advertising
however,is another problem.
Retail(Display) Advertising
Police must first obtain a search
, .. 753-1919
,
753-1916
warrant before th'y can enter an
Circulation
753-1918
News and Sports Dept
establishment.
One way is to obtain sworn af-
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Heartline
Headline is a service for senior the new changes also).
HEARTLINE; I saw a copy of
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If your "Heartline's Almanac for
you have a question or a problem Older Americans" in my doctor's
not answered in these columns, office. Ithackro address on it, and
write to Heartline, 114 East I could tell that a coupon of some.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio sort had been torn out of the
45381. You will receive a prompt booklet, probably giving ordering
reply, but you must include a self- information. I was surprised that
addressed, stamped envelope. a book of this type existed, conThe most useful replies will be taining all the useful information
•
- that it does for us older folks. I
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I would ap- want one for myself and I would
preciate it if you can deterMine like to get another for a friend.
my status for the year 1982./will Please tell me how to order one
attain the age of 72 in May. Please alid,thc cost. H. G.
advise me what my limit of earn- - ANSWER: To order
ed income can be for the year 1982. "Heartline's Almanac for Older
At present, I am receiving Social Americans" send $9.95 (or $9.00
Security benefits, as I work part for two or more copies) to
Heartline's Almanac, 114 East
time only. Ai.M.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
understanour
ANSWER!' It is
ding that you can earn up to $6,000 45381. If you wish to send the boOk
between January and June 1, 1982, to someone as a Christmas gift,
and then, from that time on, there we cannot guarantee delivery
is absolutely tfo limit set on your before Christmas on orders
earnings. As a person, over the received after November 25th. In
age of 65, can earn up to $6,000 our opinion, you could not send a
during 1982 without effecting their more Useful or appreciated gift to
benefits, as long as you do not- ex- persons who are retired or nearceed the $6,000 before'the month ing retirement than this book.
HEARTLINE: I have a lung
you turn 72, you should be in the
clear. However,''due to recent condition that requires an air conchanges in the law, we suggest - ditionet in the ,summer and a
that you check with your local humidifier in the winter. Will
Social Security office sometime it) Medicare cover:,'Or help pay for,
December (Which will givi• your either of these appliances? V. M.
ANSWER: No, Medicare, will
local office more 011ie to
familiarize themsphips with aft .liot help pay for either.

ears .lgo

Smith Broadbent. Jr., president
of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. was featured speaker at
the annual dinner meeting of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
Nov. 16 in the Student Union
Building, Murray State College.
Deaths reported included Curt
Jones. 77.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Morton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Gardner, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs Howard Clifton FAwards, a girl to Mr. and Mrs
William McDougal, a boy -to -Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Lawrence, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Leon Orr,
and a girl to Mr and Mrs. H. L.
Foster.
. Mrs. P.A. Hart gave highlights
of her European travels at a luncheon meeting of the Captain
Wendell ()wry Chapter. -of
Daughters of the American
Revolution in the Murray
Woman's Club House.

30h ears ;ago
The Calloway County Grand
Jury for the November term of
Circuit Court presented their
report to the court with Judge Ira
Smith presiding. Jury members
are A. 0. Woods, Vester Orr, W. B.
Gilbert, Amos Lax, 011ie Cooper,
George Black, H. E. Elliott, Jim
Marine, Iverson Owen, Belie
Davenport, R. H. Alton. and
Aubrey Jones.
Deaths reported included Etta
Hopkins,86.
Pvt. Bobby Joe Garland was
stationed in Schweinfurt, Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Fay Nell, to Wayne
Flora,son of Mrs. Toy McCuiston.
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Today In History
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 17, the
321st day of 1981. There. are 44
days remaining in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 17, 1558, Elizabeth
Tudor became Queen Elizabeth I
England on the death of Mary!.
On this date:
In 1869, the Suez Canal opened in
Egypt, linking the Mediterranean
and Red Seas.
In 1913, the first vessels passed
through the Panama Canal.
In 1972, former Argentine dictator Juan Peron returned to his
homeland after 17 years of exile.
And in 1979, Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini ordefed the release of
all women and black hostages at
the U.S. embassy in Tehran.
Ten years ago: Thanon Kittikachorn seized power in
Thailand, suspending the nation's
constitution.
Five years ago: China set Off its
largest atmospheric nuclear
explosion to date, prompting the
United States to activate a
nationwide network. to monitor
radioactive fallout:
One year ago: Six Ku Klux Klan
members and Nazis were found
innocent of murder charges stemming from the shooting-deaths of
five Communist .Workers Party
supporters in Greensboro, N.C., in
.
November of 1979.
Today's _birthdays: &ice/tea
Hudson is 56. Baseball Aar Tom
Seaver is 37.
Thought For Today: When a
stupidman is doing something he
is ashamed of, he always declares
that it is his duty. — George Bernard Shaw, Irish-born playwright
(1856-19501.
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ws Said At Church

The marriage of Rebecca Suzarme Gould and
Paul Lyles Robertson
was,solemnized• at First
United Methodist Church.
a person needs to eliminate
Murray, the Rev. Walter
sour cream, Chianti wine,
Mischke,Jr.,officiating.
Abigail
By
Van
Buren
sherry, beer, pickled herrParents of the couple
ing, liver, canned=
are Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
raisins, bananas, av
Gould and Mr. and Mrs.
(particularly if overripe),
Flavil Robertson.
chocolate, soy sauce, pods of
broad beans, yeast extracts
A program of music
or meat tendertz.ers. People
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago you ran-an article about a was presented by
taking antidepressant medi- woman who
never cooked her own Thanksgiving or Jeanene Edwards,flutist,
cines should avoid all of
these unless specifically told Christmas dinner. Instead, she went to her mother's or her and Mrs. Donald Hernmother-in-law's. She wrote to say that she wishes now that don, organist, a sister of
otherwise by their doctor.
she had done her own holiday dinners.
That letter was terrific. If you could publish it again, it the bride.
Other foods that may
The Bride
cause headaches in migraine would be a great help to a lot of people.
patients include sodium
I am a grandmother who wishes my married children The bride, escorted to
nitrate in cured meats and would cook their own holiday dinners and invite me as a the altar by her father
monosodium glutamate, guest!
and given in marriage by
commonly used in Chinese
PAID MY DUES her parents, wore a tradicooking.
tional floor length gown
DEAR PAID: It wasn't hard to find, and here it is:
of candlelight organza,
DEAR DR. LAMB — Will
DEAR ABBY: I've been reading your column for years, trimmed with chantilly
you please settle a longstanding argument between and around holiday time someone always asks,"Should we lace and pearls. Her
my sister-in-law and me? go to his mother's or to my mother's for Thanksgiving and fingertip veil was attachShe believes that shaving off Christmas dinner?" Your answer has always been: "Why ed to a juliet cap overlaid
hair causes it to grow in not alternate?"
with lace and pearls. The
thicker. I think that although
Abby, my husband and I struggled with that problem for
the hair feels prickly when it years. We resolved it according to your suggestion. Both sets bride's jewelry was a
grows back there are no new of parents lived nearby, and it seemed the only fair thing to gold bracelet, a gift from
hairs that grew as a result of do. So, for 22 years, we spent Thanksgiving and Christmas the groom. Her tradishaving. It won't be too long in their homes instead of our own.
tional something old was
before her daughters will be
It never dawned on us until this year — now that our a 'gold bar pin from her
asking to shave their legs children are ready to strike out on their own
— that we never father. She carried a
and underarms. I'd like the developed our own holiday traditions.
We always went to
matter settled for their sake. Grandma's
for the holidays. She insisted on doing all the cascade bouquet of lilies,
cooking
herself,
then complained for months about how stephanotis and ivy.
DEAR READER — It has
been well established that much work it was and how tired she got. When we, her Attending as maid of
shaving does not increase daughters and daughters-in-law, asked if we could bring honor was Cynthia Gould,
the number of hair shafts or something for dinner, she wouldn't hear of it. When we her twin sister.
make hair thicker. Each hair brought food without asking her, she refused to serve it, so Bridesmaids were Lisa
shaft grows from a single we finally gave up.
I realize now what a high price I've paid over the years for Hazelwood, Henderson,
hair follicle deep within the
Mrs. Gary Lang, Arrpeace
in the family. I wish I hadn't.
skin where it is not touched
Abby, please urge young marrieds to dare to have their ington, Tenn., sister of
by shaving. It is like the bulb
of an onion in the ground and own holiday celebrations in their own homes. Suggest that the bride, and Mrs. Terry
each "bulb" only grows one they invite their parents and grandparents, who might even Orr, sister of the groom.
hair shaft above the surface be relieved to be finally free of the burden of entertaining
They wore long dresses of
of the skin.
three generations.
dusty
rose and carried
DOING MY OWN THING
The stubble after shaving
bouquets 'of burgundy
feels stiff and hard the same
DEAR DOING: Thank you for an excellent letter. lilies.
as a freshly mowed meadow
provides a stubble.'As the %perhaps it will inspire others to do their own thing, Flower girls were Amy
shaft grows out its length is too.
Lang and Anna Lang,
softer. But the bottom line is
nieces of the bride. They
that shaving does not stimuwore long dresses of
late hair growth.
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that I see only Planned Parent- candlelight silk and carhood mentioned in you" column? Why don't you ever ried baskets of pink
mention natural family planning? It is the only method of roses.
birth control that has no bad side effects.
Scroll girls were Angie
Please be fair and answer this in your column.
Herndon and Betsy HernFOR NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
don of Carrollton, Ala.,
nieces
of the bride, and
DEAR FOR: In order for the natural family planning method to be absolutely foolproof, the couple Mary Ann Todd, Murray,
must recognize indicators of fertility, chart their niece of the groom. Rice
symptoms and abstain from all marital relations girls were Rebecca Todd

• Food can cause headaches
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
cause migraines and you
might want to pass on that
information to her. People
wbeeave migraines became
of eating
may he
awed if they will
stop using cheese.
DEAR READER —
Thank you for your helpful
suggestion. Yes, aged cheese
can cause migraine headaches in some people. It contains a substance called
tyramine which has almost
an adrenaline-like action in
the body.
The tyramine comes from
the bacterial fermentation
of the cheese, which is why
it is found in cured cheese —
as opposed to fresh cottage
cheese. Cheddar cheese is a
good example of a cheese
rich in tyramine. The tyramine comes from one of the
natural amino acids, tyrosine, found in the complete
protein of cheese.
You are kind to worry
about whether the lady
found this out or not, but she
Mon-Thurs 7:30 only
did. The Health Letter number 16-12, Headaches and
AN Usti 11.50 to sail
What to Do About Them,
Foretold by a wizard. which I sent her contained
that information. I'm sendEXCALIBU
ing you a copy and other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
. long, stamped, selfAddressed Radio City
7:00,9:25
Station, New York, NY
5Tfs4
Minh*
10019. The Health Letters
%mon PA *thug
are provided to give such
additional information that
space does not permit in the
column.
Cured cheese with tyramine may 11130 cause a sharp
rite in blood. pressure in
7:10.9:00
some people taking antiThe Nightmare
depressants. Tyramine, with
isn't Owe
de Of The 1.1.3h,
the same effects, is found in
JJ M0
He Come Mame
a number of foods and
beverages aged to improve
their flavor. To avoid tyramine-precipitated migraines

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
read your column about
migraine headaches. Since
the lady in questioa was on a
high protein diet for seven
years, it is quite likely that.
she may have included considerable cheese in her
meals. Aged cheeses may

dievergl

Sears

New Blood Renews
Old Traditions

IFFIGIAL 011111111111
OPER1111

during the fertile phase of the cycle.
Very few women are able to calculate their "safe"
periods reliably. Women who miscalculate are called
"mothers."
•* *

hr.

nd iI rs. Pon! LI le. Robertson

and Christina Todd, Murray, nieces of the groom.
The scroll girls and the
rice girls wore long
dresses in pastel colors
with Pink rose corsages.
. The groom chose Bob
Thurman, Murray, as
best man. Groomsmen
were Pat McMillan and
Terry Orr of Murray,and
Tony Threatt of Paducah.
Ushers were Howard
Newsome and Jeff
Oakley of Murray.
The groom was attired
in a classic grey cutaway
tuxedo with grey vest and
ascot. The men attendants and the fathers of
the bride and groom wore
classic grey tuxedoes.
The men wore boutonnieres of burgundy roses.
Mil. Michael Todd,
sister of the groom, kept
the guest register, and

Homemakers
Will Meet Wednesday

Dixie Palmer will be
hostess for the meeting of
the Wadesboro
Homemakers CM to be.
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 1
p.m. at her home.
At the Oct. 27th
meeting at the home of
Paula Palmer, Laverna
Hardie discussed the
lesson, "Would You Like
To Run Away?"
DEAR NAMELESS: Yes. He may change his name Pawnee Bedwell, presias long as his intent is not to defraud.
dent, presided. Landscape notes were read by
S..
Betty Palmer.

DEAR ABBY: This is no joke, so please give us a serious
answer. Our son is a "Junior," named for his father. He is 35
years old, married and divorced twice, the father of four
legitimate children, and three (that we know about) who
aren't legitimate. He has made a mess out of his life and has
given us plenty of headaches.
Needless to say, our son's reputation is terrible and his
credit is lousy. His creditors are always getting my husband
mixed up with him because his name is the same and he
doesn't always add the "Jr."
My husband would like to change his own name for this
reason. Can it be done?
NAMELESS, NATURALLY

The president announced members participating in the gifts program for patients at
Western State Hospital
should have them in the
Extension Office, 209
Maple Street, by Dec. 10.
The group voted to go to
the Golden Coral for the
December meeting.
Other members present were Helen Curd,
Gusta Conner, Gladys
Mitchell, and Ruby Burchett. A visitor was Daisy
Blalock.

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 5000, Haw- The DaLry Wives Hebrews 12:11 and led in
thorne, Calif. 90250.
Homemakers Club will prayer.She also showed a

Dairy Wives Members
To Meet At Restaurant

SEE SANTA AT SEARS
MONDAY OR TUESDAY
between 0 and 8:30 pm
NOVEMBER 10 and 17
GET A GIFT WITH ANY
50 OR MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER PLACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Santa will have favorsfor the kiddies
Saiieloction,Cuarnn feed or Your Money Back

753-23-10

Sears

Mon.-Sat.
9-5:30

Tennis Group B Play
Scheduled At Kenlake
Group B of Ladies Ten• nis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday,
Nov. 19, at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will
first meet at the home of
Vickie Baker.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One - Mug

Rigsby, Vickie Baker,
Sandy Brannon, and Annie Knight.
Court Two — Gaye
Haverstock, Marilyn
Adkins, Norma Frank,
and Janice Howe.
Any one needing a
substitute may call Cathy
Young.

meet Wednesday, Nov.
18, at noon at Sirloin
Stockade. Members
should bring gifts for patients at Western State
Hospital.
Melisa Stark, president, presented the lesson
about "Stress Management" at the October
meeting at DeVanti's
Steak and Pizza House.
She pointed out ways to
deal with stress.
Frances McCuiston
read scripture from

INVEST 1
EVENING IN
YOUR FUTURE
ATTEND A
PREVIEW SEASON
The DALECARNEGIE COURSE

Bet Air Center

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Free Banquet Facilities

C0111)011
SaVlatgs
Lunch Special
-.5

All You Can Eat

Soup & Salad Bar
"Over 35 Items"

TN are *Red ts be Sur pest at es iligatia. At this sessile, yeill win Is ante,Yol
Mee abilities, express perself INN effectively, Erase your adorstatiog St peale al across per adduce.

No Preparatift Necessary - No Spotljght 01 Yoe.
WHEN: Thurs., Nov. 13 or Tues. Nov. 21
TIME: 1:01 P.M.
LOCATION: North &ark - Lid o1 Murray
This is per opperbaty to Palate our_abee twig. her 2 WIN pale have OW Ms
tames papa. Tar minim again al grad call le Ile east Wert* slop pe
• .
i Vase has.
PIESEIT ST - tNAILES I. FIJIAN & ASSOCIATES
Accredited Council For Non-Collegiate COntinuing Educott5n -

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

"Counted Cross Stitch"
Christmas ornament she
had made. Reports were
given by Youlonda
Grooms.
Mary Clark Hull invited the group to her
home for the December
meeting.
Others present were
Sue McKinney, Linda
Henderson, Katie Letterman, Lou Ellen Stark,
Imogene Palmer, Betty
Tucker, Beverly Shelton,
and Judy Stahler.

Mr.. Keith Miller, Murray, directed the wedding.
Reception
A reception followed in
the fellowship hall of the
church with Mrs. Andrew
Mugnolo as the director.
Amy Pinson, Rhonda
Darnell, Elizabeth Herndon, Toni Talmage,
Janice Rose and Kelly
Brown served as
hostesses. Mrs. Kenneth
Lovett Erwin entertained
during the reception with
selections of piano music.
The reception table was
overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with a
tiered wedding cake
decorated with pink roses
and topped with the bride
and groom arrangement
which was on the wedding
cake of the groom s
parents.
Rehearsal Dinner
Preceding the rehearsal, Mr. and Mrs. Flavil
Robertson entertained
the members of the wedding party and their invited guests with a dinner. An arrangement of
flowers in late summer
shade centered the head
table. Candles completed
the decorations. The
bride and groom
presented their attendants with gifts at this
time.
Events
Events honoring the
couple _included a tea
shower given by Mrs. Ben
Humphreys at her home,
a bridal shower given by
Mrs. Michael Todd and
Mrs. Terry Orr, and a
brunch hosted by Miss
Cindy Gould and Miss
Rhonda Darnell. They
were honored with a surprise shower at
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School by the
principal, teachers and
the staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Gould entertained with a
buffet supper at their
home,for members of the
wedding party, family
members and out-of-town
guests, following the
reception.
Mrs. Billy Inset and
Mrs. Norman Burns,
aunts of the bride,
assisted with the
hospitality.

SPonsored by Murray/Calloway County Chamber of. Commerce For Information C011 753-S'171
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Your Choice of

4 Lunch Dinners
..$1 99
S°1°d
Bar
• •
$1.00 Extra
Choice df Potato &
Texas Tooast. Free
Refills on Coffee, Tea
& Soft brinks. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
So. 12t10
Call 75341440
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Matk
d day wit limaer- SCORPIO
but avoid squabbies about
row be? Te Bed sat whet lie (Oct. IS te Nov. 11
money Secunty and longstars say, raid the Weems
Be tactful with higber-ups, term goals should be your
by Rainey Apperson
ghee kr your Melt1110.
though a busmen' aaracsafa chief preoecupetion now
prove helpful now. Keep a
several artists in this area. We
low profile after dart for (MeV
ARMS
IO tc;:eb 1$1
-lanARR
had a delightful time with Wayne
14 career success.
i Mar. 21 to Apr.11) 1.
Discretion pays off, since
Bates in his Bleed River Studio.
You'll gain financial heck- SAGITtaftnig
you know bow to keep a secret
Wayne was telling us that his wife
ing for creative projects, but (Nov 22
Help close Use with duties
toDec.
In years to come, all of us at the
21)
°I
Kay has an exciting event coming
don't be melees aboat mime conflicting advice. trowel-towards Revise
Ledger and Times will look back
up in her life. Kay will be singing
details. Enjoy familiar heti**
career
methods.
you
dieing
morning,
the
but
on these hectic days and have
with close friends.
with the Louisville Opera after
later an old friend proves PISCES
many amusing stories to tell.
TAURUS
Christmas. I do hope some of us
helPhil. Career initiative will Feb. IgtoMar. 30)
BUT, right now it's not too
(Apr.20toMay 30) 6
447.. Ps) off.
Knowing how to get along
from here in the Jackson PurInstead of bickering about
humorous.
with others helps you on the
chase can drive to Louisville when
non-essentials, make plans for CAPRICORN
For instance, last week, Ted
job, but rely on hard wort
she is performing in "The
a pleasure trip with a loved (Dec.12to Jan. 19) XI
rather than social contacts for
Delaney called from the Mayfield
Baderea Bride."
one. New work projects suc- Social We looks pronnsuig. ProgressMessenger and said, "Where Is
ceed with selfciplim.
Page 12???" Everybody at the
Emily and Dr. Alfred Wolfson
GEMINI
4t
paper started looking and lo and
entertained the Shands and me
/),./1141 I tin sit all
(May 21 to June 20) 116/
9
1.
E
behold, there was page 12, still
ACE
IR G CORN, IR
S
with tea, and Emily was kind
Avoid small disputes on the
hanging on the hook, while the rest
enough to show us her beautiful
job. Utilise creative energy in
laIs,! .111111C% 'Milli I Met •toil
of the paper was on the press in
artistic endeavors. Relations
weaving. She has been commis-The mean of true valor lead and considered his
Mayfield.
with an old friend should im- lies between the extremes prospects They were slim
sioned to do some very nice things
Guess how the problem was
of cowardice and rashness ' and the only legitimate
Prov.e now.
for a business in Paducah,and the
CANCER
- Miguel de Cervantes chance lay in dropping the
solved. Harry Baker was working
final product will certainly be a
(June
club king in one or two
vedra
Sax
21
toJuly
22)
in circulation and he volunteered
work of art.
leads, allowing a second
You'll have fun with a loved
to take the page and get on his
one, if you avoid arguing
heart discard from dummy
motorcycle and race to the
Mark Mallnauskas, Director of
There will be ample on declarers club queen
about money. Shop for basic
Messenger with it. He got there in
MSU's University Theatre,is realDeclarer didn't think
Mr and Mrs Norman Emerson and the late
home necessities and invite opportunity for watching
plenty of time and all was well.
ly doing some neat productions
both cowardice and valor at much of that chance, so be I). Emily of Crandall. Odessa Emerson. and the
friends to visit.
One more here to add to the list.
out there. If you missed
this week's National Fall tried some flamboyance At Ind , announce the Late Mr and Mrs
LEO
B. E
"Macbeth", you missed
(July 23to Aug. 22) 4/24:iC Championships being held at trick two before West could engagement and for- Walton He 13 the
great
Calloway County is very blessed
the
Hyatt Regency Hotel in collect his thoughts. declar thcoming
Expect some nagging at
something good. Their last promarriage of grandson of Emma
with talent. Murray State Univerhome base, but congeniality San Francisco (Nov 20-29) er placed the club queen on
duction, "The Last Meeting of the
their daughter. Debra Emerson
There
the
sity draws this talent like a
table
will
on
hoping
to
the
be
catch
all
job
pays
dividends.
kinds
of
Knights of the White Magnolia"
Return phone calls and tackle events to suit any player. so someone napping. West Ann. to James David
A 1971 graduate of
magnet. Last week Mary and Al
had the audience laughing in the
plan on visiting to compete ducked smoothly, fearing a Emerson of Hawaii, son Calloway County MO
serious mental work.
Shands of Louisville visited
aisles.
with your peers If you can't moment's thought would of Mr. and Mrs. James R. School. he received his
VIRGO
play. visit anyway. You may give the show away, and the Emerson. Murray.
(Aug.23 toSept.22)
R.S in civil engineering
Mind your own business and get to see a play like this "impossible" took place
in
1975 from the UniversiThe
bride-elect is the
stay away from gossip. In- one from a championship of Declarer discarded a heart
ty
of Kentucky He is
grandda
ughter
of
a
from
couple of years ago
stead, enjoy creative work.
dummy on the °club
Much rode on West's queen while East watched in \irginia I". Emily and the employed as a hydraulic
Keep
new
financial
11-12-81
Olive, Murray, Alice B. Murray, Noel F. Robert- developments confidential.
.choice of leads. A major suit wonder And when a second late Ivan C Emily, and of engineer with the U. S
Adults 157
Shackleford, 1313 Olive, son, Rt. 7, Mayfield, LIBRA
lead would have beaten the
MIRTH
Barry anti the Army Corps of Engineers
11-1641 A LaVisa
Nursery 2
Murray, Gary W. Hart, Katherine C. Rickman, (Sept.23to Oct. 22)
•K 9 8 4 3
game immediately while a
in Hawaii
late Ralph Barry.
•10 8 2
Rt. 1 Almo, Virginia I. 313 S. 15th St., Murray, Relations with friends are club lead would have given
NO NEWBORN
• K Q 10 7 4
The wedding will be
A 1972 graduate of
ADMISSIONS
Rhoades, 421 S. 10th, Mildred E. Marshall Rt. problematic tall after dark. it away. West postponed the
•
North Harrison High solemnized Saturday
Dress up the house with some suspense by leading a neuMurray, Leland F. Miler, 2, Buchanan,Tenn.
WEST
EAST
objects. Others appreciate tral trump.
School. Ramsey. Ind.,she Ihr 19, at 4, p m in the
Rt.3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Siddie Mae Cohoon, art
•
•Q105
762
Declarer
won the trump •KA 6
your loyalty.
attended Spence/Ian Corydon United
Teresa Ann Green, 607
4
•A .19 7
1800 College Farm Rd.,
•2
'Business College, Methodist Church, ('or
•5
Bonita, Fulton, Al W. 11-13-81
Murray,

me*
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Hospital Reports

Henry Clint
Lawson, Box 73, New
Concord, Loman M.Cope,
Rt. 1 Benton-, Lora F. ArMonday,Nor. 16
nold, 1517 Johnson Blvd.,
Recovery, Inc., will
Murray, Audrey L.
Moore, Rt. 4, Murray, meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Billie Joe McKendree, Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Rt. 1, Hardin..
Streets.
--Adult Education Class
will meet from 6 to 9 p.m.
at Calloway County High
School.
WASHINGTON(AP)Bluegrass State CB
The Appalachian Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Regional Commission at Joe's Family
has approved a five-year Restaurant...
plan designed to close out
uncompleted projects
Murray Lodge No. 105
and allow the Reagan ad- Free and Accepted
ministration to phase out Masons will meet at 7:30
the federal agency.
p.m. at lodge hall.
The plan includes $290
million for work on about
Professional
60 miles of two highway Secretaries will have a
projects in eastern Ken- potluck dinner with
tucky. U.S. 23 work will husbands and guests at
concentrate on the 6:30 p.m. at University
stretch between Ashland Branch Bank of Murray.
and the Tennessee Richard Valentine will
border, with U.S. 119 present the program.
work devoted to a section
running between South
Hazel and Douglas
Williamson and Pikeville. Centers will be open for
In addition, the ARC activities by Senior
plan would provide some Citizens.
_
$15 million annually for
Tuesday,Nov. 17
five years for aid to ApSenior Adults of First
palachia's most distress- Baptist Church will have
ed counties.
a covered dish luncheon
at noon at Fellowship
Hall with Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer to show
slides about birds.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at club house with program by Betty Thompson, Barbara Jewell, and
Fransuella Cole.
• Hostesses will be Dorothy
Crouse, Rebecca Dublin,
Suzanne Johnson, Clara
Humphrey, and Jo Curris:
Murray Assembly No.
Members of the Advisory Counc of • Home Economics Program at
19 Order of the Rainbow
Calloway County High School discussed the program. They include, from left, for Girls will meet at 7
seated, Frances A. Spillman,Shirley Kingins, Cindy Tucker,Gerald Coles, Stan
p.m. at Masonic Hall.
Key,standing, Lucy Ann Forrest,Janette Walker,and Marlene Beach.
Staff Photo by Jo Burkeen
Holland, 1209 E.
Magnolia, Hickman,
Cheryl D. Collins and
Baby Boy. Rt. 1. Purvear,
Tenn., Nicholas McClure,
D6 Southside Manor,
Murray, Jackie L.
Nidiy, Rt. 5, Murray,
Braida J. Bucy, Rt. 4,
Murray, Elizabeth M.
Hendon, 814 S. 9th, Murray.
Leonard M. Holloway,
153 Oxford, Murray,
Johi R. Churchwell,P.O.
Bx 16, Hazel, William R.
Pemington, Rt. 3, Murray, Moline Bennett, Bx.
83, Hazel, Sherry E.
Mdone, Rt. 1 FarminE$on, Linda D. Travis,
Rt.5 Benton, Alden Ray
Hat Jr., Rt. 1 Almo.
Gina L. Brown, Rt. 7,
Mirray, Mary E.
Gregory, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tan., Richard E. Smith,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Herman K. Ellis, 1202
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray,
Ann M. Perry, 1619
Sunset, Murray, Johnnie
D. Downs, Rt. 5, Murray,
Nora A. Freeman, 819
Dobbins,Paris,Thin.
Kenneth K. Knipp, Bx.
1053, Murray, Geniva
Springfield, Bx. 185, New
Concord, Lovie L. Pritchett, Rt. 1 Dexter, Alice
B. Shackleford, 1313

Adults 140
Nursery 5
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Thompson, Baby Boy
(Rebecca), Rt. 1 Box 239,
Dexter.
Brittain, Baby Girl
(Dianna), 128 Riviera,
Murray.
Roberts, Baby Girl
(Elizabeth), 912 College
Ots., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Rhonda L. Manning,
Rt. 1 Almo, Freda F.
Rogers, Rt. 1 , Murray,
Fred Paul Stalls, Rt. 7,
Murray, Ruth A.
Vaughan, Rt. 1 Sedalia,
James B. Brummitte, Rt.
8, Benton, Mary N.
Stokes, 521 N. 13th St.,
Mayfield, Brien Keith
West,P.O. Bx.2, Hardin.
Joseph A. Geary, Rt. 8
Box 128, Benton,
Margaret E. Tharp, 2205
Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Shirley D. Hawks, Rt. 4,
Fulton, Kevin L. Burd,
Rt. 2, Benton, Donald
Craig Surd, Rt. 2 Benton,
Christopher Paul Cantrell, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Rita Carol Imus, P. 0.
Box 43, Lynn Grove, Connie E. Beane, Rt. 3, Benton, Edward Guy Lovins,
Rt. 6, Murray, Myrtle E.
Bolen, 618 Broad ext.,

Coin in lin v Ervnts

Plan
Approved

Home Economics Teachers
Explain Program At Meet
Lucy Ann Forrest and pilot program funded by
Marlene Beach, home the state of Kentucky.
economics teachers at
Courses include ComCalloway County. High prehensive Home
School, explained the Economics, Adult Living,
Consumer-Homemaking Pdsonal, Marriage and
Program to members of Family Relations, Parenan Advisory Council of thood Education, Child
the program at the-sehoot:- Development, Housing
at a meeting Thursday, and Home Furnishings,
Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. in the Clothing, Food Managehome economics depart- ment, Foods for Special
ment:
Occasion and Special
Forrest and Beach Needs Home Economics.
discussed program objecCouhcil members were
tives. They gave shown through the
highlights of the courses, department including a
• now being taught with new child -care center
- Competency Based recently completed, with
Moduk

Instruction, a

child care classes and
play school being conducted this semester for
three hours each morning. Refreshments
prepared by the fobds
class were served by
teachers.
Members include Stan
Key, Gerald Coles,
Shirley Kingins, Frances
A. Spillman, Janette
Willker, Jo Burkeen, Cindy Tucker, president of
the Future Homemakers,
of America Chapter of the
school, Barbara Mc%Litton, supehisor, ant
'Jerry Ainley,ithool
cipaL

•K 10 6 5 2 •J 9 A 4
SOUTH

Louisville, and presently ydon, Ind A reception
is employed • for a will follow at the-church
•J
marketing firm in
V 44 5 3
All friends and
Ha Wan.
• ft .1 9
relatives are invited to at•01
The groom-elect is the tend the wedding and the
Vulnerable Both Dealer grandson of Willie H. reception

Retirees of 1:ocal 1068
UAW-C10, Tappan Company, will have covered . South The bidding
dish supper at 5:30 p.m.
South Hest !Sorth
at First Christian 1*
l'asv
140
Church. This will be the 21
PAss
sa
Thanksgiving event.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at

Opening
deuce

lead

East
Pass
An
Pass

rlwo.r111).•1

17 Ix iv

Diamond

west end of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Murray TOPS (take off
poounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6917.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.

hea-rt disappeared on
declarer's club ace, the
game was home
Even a most novice kibitzer would be able to
appreciate the lively conversation that followed that
hand

Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. in Room 101, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University.
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
Classroom Two at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Commercial Design McKeown,
Inc.
Presents

FRANCES LEE 'JASPER
K. J. TOUS1
SOHEYL MANAVI
Antique, Semi Antique and
Contemporary Rugs
EXHIBIT & SALE

Appraisals Doily
Nov. 19
1:00 PM-6:00 PM
Nov. 20
9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Nov. 21
9:00 AM-4:00 PM
LECTURE NOV 20, I 100 AM-12'00 PM
627Broodwoy, 2nd Floor
•
•
Phone(502)443-846,1

'rugs of
the orient
le7.incr. Ire.ja.per

2 Piece
Suits
1 pc. Plain Dresses

Bid with Coro
South holds

i1 -16-81 -H

•K 9 If 4 3
•Ill ft 2
•K Q 10 7 4
•

one HOUR

Senior Citizens Centers •Sorth South
,will be open as follows: I.
Dexter at 9:30 a.M.;
Hazel and Douglas from
ANSWER: One spade With
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis two five-card suits,
respond
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
first in the higher ranking
--suit
Wednesday, Nov. 18
•
SIDS (sudden death Send bride questions to The Ares
syndrome) Group will Pwith Box 12363 Dallas Tezat 75225
self addressed stamped envelope
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the for reply
Calloway County Health
Center. Persons please

note change in date due to
Thanksgiving.

Men's or Ladies
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Shirts
Laundered and pressed
to perfection
toicted or on hangers Shut
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Enjoy
, /4 Your
Feast
With
Us...
Let The Tutkey
Rest
This Thanksgiving

.A r4;•;'?

For Your Thanksgiving
Dinner Serve Gibson's
Country Ham or
Rib Eye Steaks
Our Horn Comes In Whole-Halves or Slices

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
!07 N. .tril St.

Pilaw 7S.J• ma.,
NOON; 00 $:00 Aloe. • Fri.

We Accept feed
Sieops.

"Only federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
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Grants To Help Groups Finance Projects
Twelve rural groups in
six states will receive
grants totaling $40,000
from the 1981 Heinold
Rural Awards Program
to help them complete
community projects aimed at improving rural
life.
The grants will encourage and help finance
projects ranging from
parks and community
...buildings to the establishment of emergency
medical services. The

program in its second
year, is sponsored by
Heinold Hog Market,
Inc., and Heinold Commodities, Inc.
A total of 208 entries
were submitted in the
1981 program, aimed at
improving life in rural
communities across the
nation. Projects receiving grants must be
located within a 35-mile
radius of a Heinold Hog
Market or Heinold Commodities branch office.

"SERVING THE
rat ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

"This is Heinold's way
of showing its interest
and support of rural communities," said Harold
Hemold chairman of the
board of the Heinold
Companies. "The program provides encouragement and financial assistance to rural
areas where the residents
have shown determination and willingness to
work together to solve
problems."
The 1981 recipients included tiny Tina, Mo., a
community of 204, which
lost its community
building in a windstorm.
The community, which
has already raised $16,200
to replace the building,
will receive a grant of
$5,000.
The Thornton
Emergency Group at
Thornton, Ia., and the
nearby Meservey First
Response Team at
Meservey, Ia., will share
equally a $4,000 grant to
provide emergency
medical assistance to

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS

three communities zu
miles from the nearest
doctor.
The Grant Township
Rural Fire Department
at Livonia, Mo., formed
after three houses were
lost in the winter of 1980,
because fire equipment
had to come too great a
distance, will receive a
$3,000 grant.
The national registry
building, St. Mary's near
Adair, Mo., now used as a
community center by
rural people in four counties, will receive a $4,000
grant for new wiring.
The Fidelis Woman's
Club of Monroe City, Mo.,
will receive a $5,000
grant. The club started a
comunity drive to obtain
a new ambulance for the
local ambulance district
when no tax money was
available for the equipment.
The village of New
Vienna, Ohio, was awarded a grant of $4,000 to improve the only park
within 10 miles.

Each of the grant winners has one year to use
the money on the project
for which funds were
sought.
The final selection of
winners was made by a
panel of distinguished
judges who have spent
lifetimes working with
rural people. They included Dr. Richard Kohls,
agricultural economist
and former dean of
agriculture at Purdue
University; Riley

Steely
Honored
By FFA .
Leland Steely, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee
Steely of Rt. 2, Hazel, has
been selected member of
the month for October by

LAND BANK

7S3-3404

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building

fiKrain
I
Merchandising

Leland Steely

Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
H you would like to discuss long-term financing talk

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.
.•.• •.•.•.•.•.

to us

THE STICKLERTm
Splits Logs In Seconds

the Calloway County
Chapter of Future
Farmers of America.
Leland was selected as
a result of winning ,he
chapter weed identification contest. He made a
perfect score identifying
102 weeds. Leland also is
serving as chairman of
the FFA earnings and
savings committee. He is
a sophomore at CCHS.

Come In For A Free Demonstration
You'll Have To See It To Believe It!
(See Map For Directions(

The STICKLER is the log spillter that's designed like a giant woodscrew that bolts to the
hub of o car Or truck It fits hundreds of cars and trucks — both domestic and imported There's
eves o P T.0 Unit available for tractors
To use the STICKLER, simply brace the log against the ground and press the side of the log
against the point of the STICKLER. The STICKLER bites in, pulling the log up the threads. In
matter of seconds, the log is split in two. It's so easy to split wood with a STICKLER, that the
wood seems to come apart as you watch.
The STICKLERis fast and energy efficient It will split o two-month supply of wood for about
the some amount of gas it takes to mow a lawn. Even a large log will split in seconds. An entire
cord of wood con be split in on hour
The STICKLER can be used anywhere. And, because it has no moving ports, the STICKLER
needs practically no mointanence.
Every STICKLER comes complete with an Adopter Plate ond a Safety Swtitch Kit.
The STICKLER is affordable. The wood split in one afternoon is worth more money than it
takes to buy o STICKLER. With today's rising fuel costs arid the increased use of wood as o
heating fuel, the STICKLER will be in more demand than ever.

Truck or Car

$200 Tractor $400
TAIcE LEFT
0‘42. S

tion

3Do yos Dowv
O'VThE

Eltgobt• Model

Cash Rebate

1190,1290,1390,
1490,1690

__ ..„..
81 UUU

2090,2290

$2000

$3000
2390. 2590
Waiver of finance charges on used
$4000
4490,4690,4890
farm tractors.
finance it th oughJ I Case Credit CorporaBuy one of our used farm tractors, any make

E ARE tocarro

sres-A

choose a Case cash rebate ...

If you would rather have a cash rebate and you buy any
Case
of our new Case farm tractors listed on the chart
will send you a check for the dollar amount shown on the
chart for the model you buy Rebate may be applied
toward yOur down payment NOTE Government Agen„cies Departments do not qualify for rebates

FEATURES
Splits Any Size Log
No Lifting
1-1lan Operation
Small & Lightweight
Splits: Fence Posts-Crossties-No Limit To Length
i

years ago, we averaged from cane or beets.
Plus, we grow all the
only about 124 pounds a
year. But our use of corn we need right here
sweeteners appears to the U.S. Although energy
have stabilized, and, by costs in the corn-wet1985, Americans will pro- milling process are high,
bably add only another the corn itself is the
half-pound of sugar and single most expensive insweeteners to their diets, put, and corn prices (adaccording to USDA justed for inflation) have
been reasonably stable
economist Bob Barry.
"Greater health con- over the last decade. For
sciousness, attention to the sugar industry, it's
diet, and a smaller por- another story. Only about
tion of the population in half the cane and beets
the sugar-craving ages of we process into sugar are
10 to 25 years are the grown domestically:
beets mostly in Florida
reasons," Barry says.
According to Barry, and cane in Hawaii and
corn sweeteners Louisiana. The rest are
(including glucose, corn imported mostly from
syrup, dextrose, but Latin America and the
mostly HFCS) now ac- European Community.
Because the governcount for about one -third
of most exporting
ments
of total domestic
sugar/sweetener use, up countries have lower enfrom 16.7 percent 10 vironmental and safety
years ago. And, largely standards, much lower or
because of the an- no minimum wage laws,
ticipated increase in and subsidies for their
HFCS use, forecasters cane and beet growers,
say that this figure could prices on the world
rise to about 43 percent of market are sometimes
substantially lower than
the market by 1985.
This is bad news for domestic prices. This is
sugar producers and pro- especially true during
cessors. "The bottom line periods of sugar gluts.
A prime example is the
will be a reduction in the
overall size of the sugar European Community —
the most highly protected
industry," Barry says.
On the other hand, pre- agriculture in the world
sent technology probably — which is cirrentty
can't take corn estimated to have an exsweeteners much further port surplus for 1911/82 of
than a 50-percent share, 4 to 5 million tons.
This creates a lot of inleaving half the total
market to traditional stability in the American
industry. While US. prosugar.
ducers may want to sell
have
Corn sweeteners
been steadily gaining on as much sugar Erg possisugar's markets for one ble and reduce it1ports,
major reason: cost. It most refiners .
”:
•
•
costs only half as much to buy.
So, producers a1lookmake HFCS from corn as
it takes to make sugar ing to the goverrurint for
protection. Speciically,
the growers want a
government-guaranteed
program of loaru with
sugar as collateral,
which, in effect, would
provide a minimum
domestic price level for
sugar.

America's "sweet
tooth" has been more
demanding than ever in
recent years, but this
news brings little cheer to
beet and cane sugar producers. They're caught in
a double-bind, with stiff
foreign competition on
one side and a homegrown corn product on
the other.
Of the two, the bigger
challenge probably
comes from the corn product, high fructose corn
syrup. HFCS has been a
major success since it
was commercially introduced in the U.S. in
1967.
In 1970, per capita consumption of HFCS was
only seven-tenths of a
pound per year. It rose
steadily to 19.1 pounds in
1980 and an estimated 23
pounds in 1981. Meanwhile, consumption of
refined sugar declined
from 101.7 pounds per
capita to less than 80
pounds today.
For sugar producers,
these figures are cause
for concern. Sugar wasn't
able to.hold its own even
in a market expanding
faster than the population, and that market
may not be growing as
rapidly in years ahead.
The average American
now consumes almost 126
pounds of sugar and
sweeteners a year. That's
a staggering 35 teaspoons
a day — most of it (75 percent) in baked goods, soft
drinks, and other processed foods.
These numbers are
among the highest in your
history (the psalc,was in
1979 at 127.5 pounds). Ten

...finance it
Buy one of our new Case farm tractors now.
through J I Case Credit Corporation.. . and finance charges
will be waived for eleven (11) months from date of purchase.

OR

and finance charges will be waived date of purchase until June 1. 1982

Offers valid November 1 thru November 30, 1981.
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McKeel Equipment Co.
503 Walnut — 753-3062
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Farm-City

Breakfast
Scheduled
In conjunction with
Farm -City Week,
scheduled for Nov. 22-28,
a pancake and sausage
breakfast has been
scheduled from 6:30 a.m.
to 9 Thursday, Nov. 19, in
the A. Carman Pavilion.
Cost of the event, sponsored by the Alpha Zeta
honorary agricultural
fraternity, will be $2.50
per person.
According to David
Stahle, Alpha Zeta president, the purpose of
Farm-City Week is to promote friendship and better understanding between people of the city
and the farmers.
"It takes only a little effort to be friendly and the
dividends can't be
measured in dollars and
cents or other worldly
goods," Stahle said."You
will find the effort is
slight and the rewards
many when you sit down,
and exchange ideas with
persons whose views may
differ from your ovm."

Nojob is too big when you izzArn
take on the right Partner.

11 Wit

stly.

available after April 1
from any Heinold installation, or by writing
the Community Relations
Dept., Heinold Companies, Box F, Galva, IL
61434.

'Sweet Tooth Demanding

no finance
charges
for
11 months

Wallis Stained Glass & Wood
Open Mon.-Sat. 8-5

.

Commodities, Inc., in
Chicago; and Harold
Heinold, Kouts, Ind.,
founder of the Heinold
Companies.
Applications for the
1982 program will be

Dougan, recently retired
assistant director of community and natural
resources development at
Ohio State J.laiversity;
Ralph Kropfenstein,
president of Heinold

•
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From the professional woodsman who depends on
a strong and powerful saw
like the P-190. tie-the
%%11,1111'1k .1
reliable all-around saw like
the S-50, Partner has the
right saw for any
woodcutting lob. -_

Absolute design
precision, high power to
weight ratitvriroven
reliability and
1 ,
.11111111'1( 11.111y.1..11 111. 1 1.111 ,

system are lust some of the'
characteristics that make
Partner chain saws the
eaciect,-lactest and sates'
saws .11.1.1.1144.1
Stop in and see your
Para-1r dealer today. And
find yourself the right
Partner.
.

Harrell's Form & Home Supply
Calloway Counily's Complete Supply Store753486}mtv:Ley944:

'
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Chitnkals Burn In Fire

Art TO Be Diiplayed
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- "Five Centuries
of Masterpieces," one of
-- the world's finest private
collections of art, will
open for public display
Tuesday at the University of Kentucky Art
Museum.
The owner of the collection, multi-millionaire industrialist Armand
Hammer, said he gets
more pleasure from lending his valuable
collection for others to
nee "than keeping them
cooped up in my home,"
where he maintains
copies of the real
paintings.
What the art museum
will display through
Jan.10 is a collection of
more than 100 major
works dating from the
Renaissance to this
century.
The Hammer collection
includes three paintings
by Rembrandt, works by
Rubens and Van Gogh,
and a number of Impres,sionist paintings by
'Benoit, Monet, Cezanne,
Pissarro and Boudin.
'American artists
;:'featured include Gilbert
;Stuart, John Singer
:Sargent, Mary Cassatt
and Andrew Wyeth.
There is no contemporary art in the
.• ;collection.
"That's not my cup of
tea," Hammer said.
The collection is valued
: at tens of millions of
dollars,and university of:Ad-Wield that security
:will he adequate in the art
, museum, which is on a
corner of the UK campus.
"This is probably one of
the most important
,cultural events to take
place in our state in a
•long time," said UK
President Dr. Otis
Singletary, who was on
hand Saturday for a
reception and preview of
the collection.
Hammer, who flew to
Lexington from New
_York to attend the reception, said he decided to
unveil the collection in
Kentucky partly because
,,of gentle arra-twisting used bY Goi.arid Mrs. John
Y.BcownJr.
"Your governor and his
'wife, Phyllis, are most
persuasive," Hammer
said.

-Officials
'Plan Visit
To Europe
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- Two state commerce cabinet officials
will visit Europe-meat,
week in what a news
release decribed as an effort to attract foreign
Manufacturing companies to Kentucky.
Ted Sauer, director of
the cabinet's international division, and Bob
Manasse, who heads the
state's economic development office in New York,
leave Saturday for six
days of meetings.

The 83-year-old Hammer recalled that Gov.
and M. Brown wined
and dined him during the
Kentucky Derby last
May. Mrs. Brown then
told him: "We want
something from you."
Hammer said that
another reason for lending the collection to
Kentucky is that the state
is the home of the Island
Creek Coal Co., one of
Hammer's most important subsidiaries.
The collection is the
third gathered by Hammer. He recalled that his
first consisted mostly of
Russian paintings acquired when he first went
to the Soviet Union in 1921
as a young physician.
"I guess lam one of the
few men alive who ever
met Lenin," Hammer
said.
Later, finding that "I
couldn't do business with
Stalin," Hammer left

STANFORD, Ky. t AP)
- Eight dramas of
that
peheatiall
west up ka Ranier when
fire 66111311yed art abandoned schoolhouse were
es1 scheduled to be moved,
disaster officials said
after the fire.
Edit Pyle, operations
officer for the disaster
agesoy in Linc•In
County, said that no one
knew who pet the
sehotances in the school,
or where the chemicals
came from. Officials
were seeking permit
applications to move
thew to proper disposal
Ain
"We planned to take
them today (Saturday)to
a garage to be locked and
watched until the state
KNTITER NOT WANTED - Jeanne Price, a got the permits, and then
housewife from Redmond, Wash., sells Sidearm& this happened,"she said.
Ma. Pyle said the
knitting machines and had been invited to
demonstrate the gadgets at a Canadian trade fair in chemicals were
Victoria. But Can.:..lian border authorities refused to discovered by members
let Mrs. Price enter Canada, saying her knitting of the local Burnam Club
demonstration could take work away from Canadbms. about a month age, after
(AP Laserphoto) the club bought the school
ProPertY"There apparently was
mime putty hdavy-duty
stuff, running from DDT
to strychnine and several
types of cyanide," said
Gordon Nichobi, publicinformation officer for
have been run off the not the kind ot treedorn the state office of
Beach for trying we're used to," Brummer Disaster and Emergency
said.
something like this."
Services.
However, Bruce
-In-1984," the governSome 100 people in the
ment used cameras to Winick, a University of Lincoln County communimonitor people in their Miami law professor who ty of McKinney were
has worked with the evacuated from their
homes.
Bennett Brummer, American Civil Liberties homes when fire broke
public defender for the Union, said he does not out early Saturday in the
11th Judicial Circuit, think the project violates
including Miami and civil liberties.
"I suppose symbolicalMiami Beach, said the
cameras apparently are ly it might smack of
legal but "the question is 1984,'. but to my mind,
what impact it will have the offensive aspect of
on the freedom that we that was that it occurred
m the home. I suppose if
cherish in this society."
"It may be necessary, this is a public street,
like being searched there wouldn't be
before going on an anything more wrong
airplane or searched with it than other lawbefore going into a enforcement tactics," he
federal building. That's said Sunday.
VIP

General Tire
To Host
Open House
The General Tire and
Rubber Company plant in
Mayfield will have an
open house from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. Friday, Nov. 20,
and Saturday, Nov. 21.
The plant will be in full
production Friday with
limited demonstrations
Scheduled Saturday, a'
plant official said.
The public is urged to
attend,the official added.
All children, school age
and above, must be accompanied by their
parents,the official said.

it

Ohmage. The Mike Austin and Arch
X/ aims Walker Jr were oversouthwest st
came by fumes and were
Kentucky 1115. wag taken to the Fort Logan
destroyed. ---itespitarRi Stanford
Kentucky State Polies- MO were in satisfactory
arson inveiligator Mike esadgies. said hospital
Leonard, hazardous spskelinan tabby Smith
waste (dicer Greg CopeMs. Pyle said that most
ly and Skip Cowell of the ol the evacuated families
Mate fire marshal's office stayed with relatives or
We among officials at friends, although the
the scene.
Stanford Elementary
Ms Pyle and Nichols School was opened at 1
said arson is suspected.
p.m. Saturday to provide
Nearby families were shelter and food for some
evacuated when fire ofAll of the families were
ficials realized the allowed to return to their
burning chemicals were homes late Saturda)
giving off poisonous after vapors from the fire
vapors.
dispersed. said state
Two local firemen, police

Lt.

Enjoy a

Streets Under Federal Project
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
(AP)- Many merchants
and residents pressing
the authorities to do
something about a crime
boom say police television cameras being installed on the streets are
brotherly - not "Big
Brother."
"When we were laying
out locations, merchants
came and said, 'Please
put a camera in front of
my store,' said police
Maj. Fred Woolridge,
who is In charge of the
$230,000federal project.
A command post with
monitors staffed by
police and volunteers is
being set up to watch over
this resort city's business
district and fight the staggering rise in crime. It is
connected by phone to the

Saturday Fire
Destroys
Home
The Mike Burkeen
home, Highway 121 South
by Pottertown Road, was
destroyed by fire Saturday afternoon, a
Calloway County FireRescue Squad spokesman
said.
Cause and origin of the
fire are unknown, the
spokesman said..
No injuries were
reported.
The blaze did start a
field fire, which burned
about one-half acre of
weeds and brush, the
spokesman said.
Eight squad members
with three trucks
responded to the call. The
squad was assisted by
Calloway County
Sheriff's Office and Kentucky State Police.

Admission to the lecture is $2 for ad tsj
i.:1
for studentsan chil n
under 12.

Benton Man
Transported
To Hospital
A Benton man was
taken to MurrayCalloway County
Hospital following s onecar accident early Sand a y, State Police
reported.
William Spiller, 22, was
taken to the hospital
following the incident. He
was a passenger in an
automobile driven by
Timothy G. Hudson,22,of
Murray.
• • Hudson was traveling
north on U. S. 641 about
four miles north of Murray when he swerved to
miss a dog and lost control of his vehicle. 'lie
turned over in the. median, KSP Information
Officer Richard Wright
reported..
The incident was investigated by KSP Officer Roger Simons

police.
Miami - just across
Biscayne Bay from here
-is one of the six Florida
cities on the FBI's latest
top 10 list of high-crime
cities.
Workers last week
began putting 112 camera
boxes atop 25-foot-high
traffic signal posts. Some
of the boxes will be empty. The police will not say
how many operating
cameras there will be.
Some merchants and
residents, many of them
elderly and frightened,
are pleading for relief
and "are demanding that
they be turned on now,"
Woolridge said.
The cameras will stand
watch around the clock
on a three-mile stretch of
road where tourists shoppers are preyed upon.
The setup "preys on the
paranoia of the
criminal," Woolridge
said. "He's not really
titre where he stands,
whether -he's being watched,or he isn't."
Woolridge said he
hasn't heard one complaint and says any
comparisons with George
Orwell's novel "1984"
don't wash.
"In `1984,' we are talking about an oppressive
government watching,"
he said. "In this case, the
public is demanding a
relief from the oppression
of criminals.
"Twenty years ago, I'd

Butler Circuit Judge
Overrules Motion
MORGANTOWN, Ky.
(AP) - Butler Circuit
Judge Carmol Cook overruled a motion Friday for
a change of venue in the
murder trial of Harry Lee
Shelor Jr., accused of
killing a state police
detective.
Cook then set a trial
date of Feb. 1. It had been
scheduled for Dec. 14 but
the prosecution and the
defense said they couldn't
be ready then.
Shelor, a 39-year-old
Louisvillian, was indicted
on a murder charge in the
fatal shooting of detective

Darrell V. Phelpson
7 while the officer and
partner were i
vestigating a marijuana
field near the ButlerEdmonson county line.
The jury also indicted
Shelor on a charge of attempted murder against
Phelps' partner, Sgt. Ray
Noble, and on charges of
growing marijuana and
possession of a handgun
by a convicted
_
Shelor's defense attorneys had requested
that the trial be moved
front'his native Butler
County to Louisville.
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Tv Cameras To Monitor

Lecture To Discuss
JFK Assassination
"Who Killed JFK?" is
the topic of a lecture to be
presented at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 17, at Murray
State University.
_ Wallace Milam,
medical evidence consul:Wit for the 1977-78 House
Select Committee on the
Assassinations of John F.
Kennedy and Martin
Luther King, will present
the program in the
ballroom of the University Center.
Sponsored by Springer
and Hart
iartHans, the lecture will explore such
-topics as "Was Oswald a
:Gunman?," "Was
;Organized Crime or the
'Cubans Involved?" and
:"Was there an Oswald
Impersonator?"
- Milam, American
,humanities instructor at
:Dyersburg High School,
.Dyersburg, Tenn., has
delivered more than 200
lectures to college and
:civie club audiences on
',the Kennedy assassination. He also assisted
:David Lifton in writing
"Best Evidence," a book
on the autopsy of the late
k- president which was a
best-sc:ler in 1980.

Russia and made his fortune in the United States.
Someone in the audience asked Hammer if
he was sure there were no
art fakes m the collection.
"I always buy genuine," he said.

new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Horne- mor
uckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit
Tips about our neighborhood Tips about good oleic
01110g. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem
mate taittS from civk -minded businesses Thar s. victia
111fIllit is all about- and it's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and t
such a special freak We've been greeting people to

overityoen.- Ante-Wei,.
lIstiterhie Oohed 753.37
Nestesen
tionberg Ilisa(Au?.)492-8348
Mary liamiltea(Ant)753-5571

MICE
ROLLBACK
1. NovEminaz
Pius Waiver or 13.9%
APR Financing

Southern States
November Feed Specials
Special
Price

Price

$5.20
$8.00
$6.40
$5.55
$5.15
$6.55
$5.45
$6.75

X1A-Laycrems
38% Sow & Supplement-Med
Rabbit Feed Pellets
Soper Coarse Scratch
Coarse Cracked Corn
Ulf Developer-Med.
Silver Horse Feed
Performance Champion

4.65 seas.
$7.40 sms.
$5.90 so uss.
$4.95 so us.
$4.65 SOUK.
$6.00 so um.
$4.95 so un.
$6.25 50 Lbs.

All Milk Coif Maker

r111119Ons you may have for not buying new
tidht raw. Massey-Ferguson has rolled back
Obis to us In November by 20% And that means some
Of the biggest savings we've ever been able to offer, on
every new Massey on our lot.
Come in and buy now. These savings apply only to
equipment purchased in November - just in time for
year-end tax credits.

CHOICE OF FINANCING
If you buy now and qualify for financing through
Massey-Ferguson Credit Corporation, we'll make your
deal even sweeter, with a waiver of finance charges til
sealion of use, or 13.9 annual percentage rate financing
for!WO years. tt's your choice See us now for all
the detaiis.
Waiver dates
Tractors, implements
industrial machines
:Hay 1001s
Grain combines
-Com combines

$2.00 Off Ea. SO Lb. Bog
$1.00 Off Ea. 25 Lb. Bag

Hurry!These price rollback
savings are good only during
November 1981.

Al feeds Are Redwood)

TOVf Needgeorters Feilkomplete

Belk
Fortin,
753-0181

bidestrisi It

BIG RED
High
Energy
Dog Foot.

MF
Illameihrguaon

Liao of Qesity Pet Feeds

Now more than ever.
Massey makes sense..

"Check Big Red Deg Food Prices"
Big Red Spunky $8.65 Per 50,tho

7531423

•

March 1, 1982
May 1, 1982
August 1, 1982
September 1, 1982

Stokes Tractor
Murray

7P4319

implement Co.

indushial Rd.
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Eminence Honors Star Sleets

Lamont Sleets Passes Off

. By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
EMINENCE, Ky. —
Enrollment is only 500 in
grades kindergarten
through 12, but Eminence
High School had a turnout
of almost 1,000 when one
of its former students
returned Saturday night.
Lamont "Mont" Sleets,
5-10, 175-pound, junior
guard for Murray State,
was the honored guest
Saturday when the
Racers traveled to his
hometown to perform an
intersquad basketball
scrimmage and a brief
clinic by Ron Greene.
Sleets' parents,
relatives, neighbors and
nearly a third of the
Eminence population
showed up at EHS to see
their most famous native
Strut his stuff.
Even the mayor of
Eminence, Dewitt
Ricketts, made an appearance and presented
Sleets with a citizenship
proclamation and the
local Optimist Club gave
the Racer a plaque and
his mother a dozen red
roses.
The crowd was expecting a showcase of cage
skills from their return-

I Prep Playoffs Cut To 16 Teams
The Associated Press
Sixteen teams remain
alive in the race for Kentucky's four high school
football championships,
and that number will be
halved when play Is completed Friday.
Friday's semifinal action will settle the pairings for the title games,
which will be contested at
Louisville's Fairgrounds
Stadium over the
- Thanksgiving weekend.The Class A, AA and AAA

games will be played Friday, Nov.27, with the
Class AAAA game set for
Saturday, Nov.28.
Lexington Henry Clay
and Paris, the state s two
remaining unbeatens,
continue bids for championships. Henry Clay,
12-0, dumped Dixie
Heights 23-0 to earn a spot
in the State AAAA division finals opposite
Shelby County. The
Rockets got by Henderson County 13-7 On

1

ing star and his Racer teammates and few went
away disappointed.
Sleets connected for 16
points on the strength of
his 25-30 foot patented
jumpers from the wing
and teammate Tony
Slaughter (6-3, 175-pound
senior) brought the
crowd to its feet with
spectacular one-handed
stuffs as the Blue squad
held off a late rally to
defeat the Whites,85-82.
The exhibition was as
much a training procedure as it was a promo
gimmick for MSU,but for
some it was more than a
preseason scrimmage.
For some, it was an opportunity to relish games
of the past when Sleets
wore the Eminence red,
white and sky blue and
was a catalyst in almost
every game he played in
three years as a Warrior.
Fans fondly remembered
the little guy who is built
more for baseball or
billiards instead of the
game of giants.
And his hero worship
continued in full,-.wing
Saturday.night.
Kids of all ages clutched 8x10 printout copies of

Racer JVs
Dominate
Ft. Campbell

Meets in action with the
game roster on the back,
and most filed past the
glass trophy case where
Sleets No. 33 jersey is
retired- in honor. Along
with the jersey is a typed
explanation of the
Eminence product who
holds the school's career
points record of 1,944 in
three years.
Jim Wilhite, Eminence
basketball coach for nine
years,recalled the 'Sleets
Era' as one of the most
prolific times in the
school's history. "I'll
never forget the time we
played a team in the
regional 'playoffs and he
got 47 of the team's 60
points in his last high
school game. He's really
a great kid.'
"We used to play him
under the basket all the
time. We had one kid that
was 6-3 and we'd play him
on one side and Mont on
the other. His sophomore
year he averaged 16
points, as a junior he had

21 ind his last year be
had 34 a game. You can
build an entire program
around someone like
him," Wilhite said.
, While reminising with
the Warrior coach, Sleets
was being mobbed for
autographs by wellwishing youngsters and
adults alike.
-He's become a big
hero here, but I
remember a time when
he was too shy to do
something like this. It's
hard to believe how much
he's grown since he's
gone to college," Wilhite
mused.
Greene, who wrestled
Sleets away from the
crop of college recruiters,
was pleased with his prized player's performance
and the performances of
the rest of the Racers in
Saturday's exhibition.
The scrimmage, which
pitted the 'best against
the rest,' saw the Blues
roll to a.. 20-point advantage at one point, only
-- •

Gray Proves Disbelievers
Wrong About His Abilities
Bowling Green, Ky. —
Paul Gray is a sophomore
starter, the youngest
member of Western Kentucky's veteran defense.
It wasn't always that
way. There was a time
when neither he, nor
anyone else, would have
thought he would play
college ball.
"I went out for football
from'seventh grade on,
but never played," recalled G ay."I filled in a few
games for an injured
linebacker my junior
year, but eventually lost
my starting spot,
.
"The only reason I
played football was
because my friends did. I
didn't watch football on
TV, and never learned
anything about
strategy."

football strategy, but he made a tremendous concalls the defensive tribution to the Hilltopsignals for a Western unit pers' current 6-4 overall
that ranks third in the mark (and 4-2, second
Ohio Valley Conference.
place in the tough Ohio
"I learned a lot when I Valley Conference).
got here," said Gray, now
That contribution has
6-2, 220 pounds. "When I been evident all- season.
first came to Western, I However, during the past
stood up in the linebacker two weekends, he has
position. Pete Walters really made folks around
(graduated All- the OVC sit up and take
American) and other of- notice. In Western's 19-15
fensive linemen killed Homecoming victory
me. I learned more in one over Morehead State,
scrimmage than in four Gray came up 'with 23
years of high school tackles (12 unassisted),
ball."
including foru tackles for
He's learned enough, in, loss (totaling 23 yards).
fact, to lead the 'Toppers And, last Saturday (Nov.
on defense with a total of 7) night, in the Hilltop139 tackles (57 of them pers' come-from-behind
unassisted) in nine 19-14 win over Akron on
games to date. And, his 16 the road, the Owensboro
tackles for loss (totaling native was credited with
65 yards) tie him for top 18 tackles ( 12
honors on the squad. He unassisted), four tackles
also has three pass for loss (15 yards)- and a
deflections, two blocked fumble recovery. Those
kicks, two caused stellar performances
fumbles and a fumble earned him OVC Defenrecovery to his credit.
sive Player-of-the-Week
honors two times in a
And, just recently he row.
learned that you can't "As those
stats inblock below the waist on dicate, Paul is our
key
an interception. But, against ,the run,"
said
beyond strategy and Head Coach Jimmy
Feix.
rules, he's had to learn "He has better
than
how to take care -of average speed,
and is
himself.
always around the ball.
"Last year I really got He has the talent
and
banked up," said Gray. ability to play
with our
"I used bad pads and veterans."
cleats. We've got good Considering Gray
is the
facilities here, and I've only new face to
start on
learned to make use of Western's 1981
defensive
the trainers. This year unit, you know Feix
and
when I start hurting, I most of the OVC
are
tape it up."
believers.
With a year's ex- And, Gray is no longer
perience —29 tackles as a laughing at himself. He's
reserve — Gray has a believer too.

Richard Jones' 27-yard against Russell, a 33-8
run with 3:07 to go.
winner over Leslie CounParis, meanwhile, ran ty thanks to Tim HamMurray State's varsity
its record to 11-0 with a 7- mond's two scores and football
pla-yers had
0 victory over Frankfort Rusty Ison's 93-yard punt Saturday off,
but the
in Class A. Herman return.
junior varsity squad
Hutsell returned a punt 65
The other game mat- maintained the Racers'
yards with three minutes ches Elizabethtown, 11-2, winning ways by downing
to play to provide the dif- at Franklin-Simpson, Ft. Campbell,35-7, at Roy
ference. Paris will meet 10-3. E'town battered Stewart Stadium.
Russellville, a 14-7 win- Woodford County 45-10 as
Coincidentally, the
ner over Tompkinsville.
Bill Ransdell passed for Racers firepower came
The Henry Clay-Shelby two scores and ran for a from a Ft. Campbell High
County winner will tangle third. Franklin-Simpson School graduate in the
..with the Jefferson County" got by Calloway County form of freshman runnWinner for the Class 20-14 on Gerald Ander- ing back Darrell Stewart,
AAAA crown.
son's one-yard run in the who rushed for 155 yards
The Jefferson County fourth quarter.
on 17 carries and three
final matches Louisville
Somerset pulled the touchdowns.
DeSales and Louisville biggest shocker of the
• KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Stewart plunged over
Doss, each narrow win- weekend, handing from the one-yard line
FEELING WITH GENUINE
ners last weekend. Peter Middlesboro its first loss with 8:58 showing in the
Wentworth's two-yard in 13 starts by a 15-14 first quarter then added a
PART
S
GM
So, it came as a surrun and Paul score in a Class AA game. three-yarder only four
McDonough's extra point Shannon Neikirk passed minutes later. David prise when, after his
in overtime allowed 13 yards to Allen Sexton Myers added both extra- junior season, then
DeSales to slip by Butler with 1:11 left, and the point kicks and the Daviess County High
Coach Gary Keller asked
21-20. Doss used a 25-yard same combination hook- Racers led, 14-0.
field goal by David ed up on a two-point conFt. Campbell struck Bray if he wanted to play
Grishman with 18 version to provide the with lightning when college ball.
"I laughed," said Gray.
seconds left to nip difference.
quarterback D. J. Joseph
"I
weighed just 155
Ballard 22-20.
Somerset will host connected with Isiah
In a Class AAA game, Prestonsburg in one AA Gates on an 80-yard bomb pounds, and had started
'79 Ford 2 Ton Grain Truck
Lincoln County, 12-1, saw semifinal while Bard- and Z. Zryatt's kick cut just five games."
But the thought of colNew Omaha, )6 tt bed and hoist, power steering
its unbeaten season go stown travels to Mayfield the Racer lead in half, 14and air, 53,000 miles
down the drain when Fort in the other. Each club is 7, with 3:21 left in the first lege ball never' eft his
mind,and soon he was lif.$10,500.00
Thomas Highlands claim- 10-2.
period.
ed a 28-13_ victory.
Neal Cummins' 15-yard ting weights with a body
Ken Johnson's 12-yard
Tailback John run started Bardstown to run in the second quarter building friend. He added
er ran for 114 a 29-0 romp over Rowan along with Myers' kick 45 pounds to his frame
641 S. Bankemp
yards and scored on runs County, John Redd and a blocked punt and terrorized opponents
753-2617
Murray of four and six yards for returned the opening returned for a touchdown during his senior camGENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
Highlands, 11-2.
kickoff 98 yards to pace by defensive back Greg paign. The 200-pounder
Highlands moves into a Mayfield's 28-13 decision Blemker porodding MSU chalked up 158 tackles,
• Class AAA semifinal over Warren East and to a commanding lead, recovered four fumbles
and blocked two punts.
Prestonsburg used two 28-7.
Now Gray plays for the
RADIO SMACK TRS-80•
Stewart capped the
touchdown passes from
Hilltoppe
rs, and not only
afternoon
's scoring with
Todd Maim to Jeff Wells
is
he
very
interested in
another
one-yard
run.
in collaring Johns Creek
MSU out-rushed the
27-8.
Bellevue geared up for visitors, 247-23, with help
its Class A semifinal with from defensive
a 51-0 rout of Nicholas end•ifullback Charts
County that featured four Parrott, who acOnly
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JV schedule and
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mark.
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• Perfect for
5208.. time good for 144th ning.
ble in BASIC, too.
country team members
"On-Site" Use
place and Jeanette
East Tenneksee copped
Lady Racers
competed in the second
Gedrin placed 150th with high honors with a first
annual Wendy's 10K
her run of 52:23.
place team finish of 87
Road Race Saturday in
Over 2,000 runners followed by Tennessee's
Murray States lAdy
Bowling Green, finishing
competed in the race held 91, Clemson with 93, Racer basketball team
in the upper half of over
at Western Kentucky Florida State with 133, notched an exhibition vic300 women runners.
University.
Auburn with 148 and MSU tory over host Southeast
in sixth with 188.
Missouri at Cape
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Sports In Brief

$169

CCHS Girls Run Race

11

Itathe thaek
CORPONA

to-relax and be tied at 70all With 4..24 to play.
Sleets brought the
crowd to its feet when he
alley-ooped to Glen Green
for an easy slam and the
lead. The Whites hung on
with freshman forward
Rob Sanders (6-6, 210pounds) keeping them
within one with a threefoot hook shot to make it
81-80 with :30 to play.
Slaughter, who tallied
21 points and five rebounds, broke the hold for
the Blue though when he
popped in two free throws
then brought the house
down with a steal and a
one-armed stuff.
Thursday the Racers
begin their season with
another exhibition
against the Marathon Oil
team composed of former
University of Kentucky
players like Louie Danpier, James Lee, Jim Andrews and Dewayne
Casey. The game begins
at 7 p.m. Thursday atRacer Arena.

24:N.

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTRDO
OR PARTICIPATING
DEALER
-

•

4

•

and I was pleased with
the way we handled the4f
pressure," said MSU
coach Jean Smith."I'm a
lot closer to finding the
right combination of
players, but we're still a
long way from being
-ready for Southern Illinois (opening against
MSU, Nov. 21, at Racer
Arena).
Saturday's home game
begins at 7 p.m.

Grid Standings
Southeastern Conference
Conference Al/ Gams
W L T Pts OP W L T Ptio OP
Georgia
6 0 0 21)5 62 9 1 0 310 91
Alabama
5 0 1 122 53 1 I I 256 IX
Miss St
4 1 0 165 • 7 3 0 1115 116
Florida
3 1 0 146 93 6 4 0 243 137
Tennessee
2 2 0 57 109 6 3 0 1010
Auburn
2 3 0 70 74 5 5 161 131
I.511
III 54 121 3 6 1 162 224
Vanderbilt
14 0 74 150 3 I 0 149429
Kentucky
1 4 0 0 117 2 1 1 113 212
Mmaisstppi
0 4 I •161 34 1 141 367
Othe Valley Cenference
— Cederance
thothIn
W L T Pts OP VI.? Pb OP
Kritcky
7 0 0 213 111 9 1 0 273 *
31 Kntcky
4 3 0 132 107 y 4 9 235 111
kliihay SI
4 3 0 139 113 7 3 1 101 1,54
Mod Tenn
4 3 1 111 * 1 4 0 10 145
Akron .
4 4 1 112 IN 5 5 132 10
Yuman SI
S3 1 114 * ? 3 11 01 111
ten. Twit
135100132 3 5 141 ni
Attila Prey
3 0 1360* 4.110 079 213
1.1ferh•t5
I 10 15 315 I II III to

•

P4t4.4 Till. Mt KM 41
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Cincinnati Enjoys Winning
Season By-Stopping Louisville

Eku Looks Ahead
For Second Title

CINCINNATI 1API For Cincinnati, this colround playoff opponent.
Associated Press
In last weekend's 75 yards in its first series lege football season has
Eastern won the na- games, Western Ken- of plays, getting the suddenly become too
Eastern Kentucky,long
ago assured the top spot tional title in 1979 with a tucky relinquished sole touchdown with a .two- short. For Louisville, it
must seem like the
in the Ohio Valley 304 drubbing of Lehigh possession of - second yard run. Western=
ae
-seaseassiRaevareadh
Conference football race, and dropped a 31-29 deei- place in the OVC follow- the game 17-17 •
Cincinnati hadn't alis Welting ahead now to aion to Boise State in last ing a 3347 lass to Middle Middle Tennesses:a
winning its second year's championship Tennessee, Youngstown Vince Hall scored ea an loyed a whining season
national title in three game.
State ripped Morehead 18-yard run to decide the since 1977, and it looked
like more of the same
years.
In season-ending 38-7 for its fifth outcome. Bryant's threewhen the Bearcats lost
The Colonels, 9-1 games Saturday that will consecutive win,and Ten- yard pass to tight end
overall and 7-0 in league determine the order of nessee Tech nipped David Little later in the their first three outings in
1981. Louisville, meanplay, finish their regular OVC alsorans, Murray Austin Peay 29-24.
third quarter completed
while, was hinting at a
season Saturday with a State visits Western Kenthe scoring.
bowl bid when the season
visit to Morehead, the tucky and Tennessee
Middle Tennessee's Paris Wicks ran for 227
began.
OVC's cellar-dweller with Tech is at Middle Ten- defensive team was yards and three
Saturday's game betmarks of 1-8 and 0-7. On nessee. Murray, Western outstanding against touchdowns in pacing
ween the two Ohio River
paper, Morehead figures Kentucky and Middle Western, holding the Youngstown lo its
rivals showed how wrong
to have Little chance of Tennessee are each 4-3 in league's best offensive seventh win in 10 starts.
early projections can be.
derailing the nation's top- OVC play. Youngstown squad to 217 yards, in- Fullback Reggie Bezel
Cincinnati, taking its
ranked Division I-AA has finished OVC play cluding only 42 rushing, scored three fourthsixth game in its last
with a 5-3 mark.
club.
and forcing three tur- quarter touchdowns to
seven starts, insured a
In non-league games, novers. And the offense, lead Tennessee Tech to
winning season with a 24If Eastern does Austin Peay hosts led by surprise starting its come-from-behind win
0 thumping of Louisville.
dispatch Morehead as ex- Tennessee-Martin and quarterback Sammy over Austin Peay. The
The Cardinals, meanpected, the Colonels can Youngstown State is at Bryant, didn't play too Governors held a 17-9
while,
dropped their third
sit back and wait for the Northern Iowa. Akron badly,either.
lead after three quarters
straight
game to fall to 4naming of their first- has ended its season.
Bryant drove his team before fading.
•
6 and ensure a losing
season. Things don't
figure to end on a happy
note, either, with powerful Southern Mississippi
visiting Louisville on
Saturday. Southern Miss,
8-0-1, comes in off a 58-14
rout of 20th-ranked
Florida State.
Senior tailback James
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) whether to accept redfelt I could play this (junior Derrick) Hord,
- Kentucky sophomore shirt status until after the way all along offensive- ( senior Chuck) Bettis rushed for 108
forward Bret Bearup said Wildcats's Nov.23 ly," said Bearup, who Verderber, ( junior yards and one touchdown
he will decide in about a preseason game against will be 20 on Tuesday. -It Charles) Hurt. They are to pace Cincinnati's
- week whether he will sit 1980 Olympic champion has just taken me awhile all a year ahead of me. victory.
Bettis carried 28 times
out the 1981-82 college Yugoslavia. Hall refused to come out of my shell. Then (7-foot-1 eenter
to speculate on which Coach Hall says all I need Sam) Bowie will be in his seventh 100-yard
basketball season.
course Bearup will take. to do is mature a little bit back" in December from rushing performance of
the season and capped
"There's a good
"It's my decision," and my talent will shine a leg injury.
Cincinnati's scoring with
- possibility of my redshir- Bearup said, and Hall through in everygame."
"By redshirting, it will
ting this year to allow agreed.
Bearup, a prep All- give- me another year to a three-yard touchdown
myself even more imBearup and the rest of American at Har- play for UK and an extra run in the fourth quarter.
Running backs Hobson
provement, and to come the Kentucky team was in borfields High School in year
in Lexington to en
: Milner and Allen Harvin
back next year and just Paducah for an Centerport, N.Y., played joy
everything Kentucky
also scored touchdowns
really try to set the intrasquad game at in 26 games as a
has to offer," Bearup
and Jim Fogler added a
(Southeastern Con- Paducah Tilghman High freshman last year, and
said. "I'm looking for29-yard field goal.
ference) on fire," Bearup School. The Blue team, averaged 10 minutes, 2.7
ward to majoring in acMilner opened the scorsaid Sunday.
made up of starters, points and 1.7 rebounds counting and possibly going three minutes into the
Kentucky Coach Joe B. defeated the white-clad per game.
ing into law school, and
second period with a
Hall, contacted at his reserves 112-79. Bearup -''We've got a lot of for- this
extra year would
three-yard touchdown
home late Sunday, said had 30 points for the wards on this team," help
me with my
run, topping an 11-play,
that Bearup won't decide Whites.
Bearup said. "We've got grades."
47-yard drive. Cincinnati

Bearup May Be Redshirted

Decision Remains With Player

Ballenger Idolized By Wildcat Followers
pected, won each game.
Wearing white uniforms,
the starters dumped the
reserves 119-76 at
Madisonville. Wearing
blue on Sunday, the
starters won 112-79.
"It's overwhelming,"
Ballenger said of the
crowd support. And he is
no stranger to rabid fans,
hailing as he does from
basketball-crazy Jasper,
Ind.
The fans in Madisonville and Paducah didn't
see a game so much as
they were treated to an
offensive showby the six
players Coach Joe B. Hall
will be counting on most
through the early part of
the season.

Melvin Turpin scored
27 points in each game
and collected a total of 37
rebounds. Foreward Derrick Hord had 27 points in
the first game and added
26 on Sunday. Jim Master
had 32 points for the
starters on Sunday, hitting 16 of 25 shots from
the outside.
Turpin's offensive
showing was particularly
satisfying to Hall, who
must depend on the 6foot-11 sophomore center
until 7-foot center Sam
Bowie returns to action.
Bowie is out - with a
broken leg: .
Though awed by the
fans, Ballenger retained
enough composure to

SCOREBOARD
Prep Football
First Round Class AAAA
County- Lou. Butler 19, Lou. Trinity 10
Lou. DeSales 10, Lou. St.
Xavier 7
Lou. Doss 14, Lou.Seneca 10
Lou. Ballard 24, Lou. Western 0
State
Henderson Co. 2x, Christian Co.
'
6
Shelby Co.41, Marion Co.0
Lea. Henry Clay 24, Madison
Central0
Dixie Heights 29, Ashland 18
Class AAA
Elizabethtown 32, Grayson Co.
Woodford Co. 26, Danville 17
Lincoln Co.7,Cawood 0
Fort Thomas Highlands 28,
Conner7
Class AA
Bardstown 29,Fort Knox 7
Mayfield 27,Fort Campbell 21
Rowan Co. 25, Bath Co.6
Warren East 18, Green Co. 12
OT
Mai A
Pikeville18, Virgie 13
Frankfort 15, Carroll Co.0
Williamsburg 26, Cumberland
13
Second Round Class AAAA

PlayoffSchedule Nov. 14
CIAO A
Pikeville (7-4) at Williamsburg
(9-3)
Nov.20 Class AAAA Jefferson
County
Lou. DeSales (9-3) vs. Lou.
Doss(9-3)State
Lax. Henry Clay (12-0) at
Shelby CO.(10-2
Class AAA
Elizabethtown ( 1 1-2) at
Franklin-Simpson(10-3)
Russell (8-3) at Fort Thomas
Highlands(11-2)
Cass AA
Bardstown (10-2) at Mayfield
(10-2)
Prestonsburg ( 1 0-2) at
Somerset(10-2)
Class A
Paris(11-0)at Russellville (9-3)
Pikeville-Williamsburg winner
at Bellevue (9-21
Nov.V at Louisville
Class AAA Championship
Class AA Championship
Class A Championship
Nov.211 at Louisville
Class AAAA Championship

College Football

.Lou. DeSales 21. Lou. Butler 20
•SOUTHV/EST
OT
Arkansas 10, Texas A&M 7
Lou. Doss 22, Lou. Ballard 20
Lamar 14,SW Louisiana 12
State
Oklahoma St.31, Kansas St. 10
Shelby Co. 13, Henderson Co.7
Rice.17, Baylor 14
lea. Heviry Clay 23. Dixie
Heights0
Southern Meth. 30, Texas Tech
6
Claw AAA
Franklin-Simpson 20, dB
Texas 31. Texas Christian 15
.noway
Co. 14
,Texas-Arlington 21, McNeese
St.
Elizabethtown 45, Wood
20 •
- ford Co.
10
Tulsa 24, W. TexasSt. 10
Fort Thomas titiettands 14, fieP'ARWESr.coin Co 0,
Arizona 40,OregonSt. 7. ..
Russell:13,(retitle Cll. S
-'Brigham Young 13 Hawaii 3
ChM At11Fresno St. 31, I Ainglicach St. 30
Mayfield 211, Warren East 13
Idaho St. 50. Utah St. 24
Atardstown
Howan Co
New Mexico 21, Colorado St. 16
Somerset 15, Muldleshoro 14
Notre 1/agile 36, Air Force?
Pri.lonsbure. 27..lohns(reek
San Diego 4, 38, Nev.-Las
(3ass A
Vegas 20
ullvilly
I
4,
Ioliiirkinsville?
Asse
San JUMP St. 40, i'a,-IIH U 25."
Paris 7, I. rookfort n
S lljmo,s23. New Mexico St 15
11111( ••io• . NJ( IuES I'IIIi
Stanford 42,0regon 3

UCLA 34, Arizona St. 24
Utah 30, Wyoming 27
Washington 13,Southern Cal 3
Washington St. 19, California 0
EAST
Alabama 31, Penn St. 16
Colgate 32, Wily Cross 13
Cornell 15, Columbia 9
Dartmouth 38, Brown 13
Harvard 45, Penn7
Pittsburgh 48, Army 0 Princeton 35, Yale 31
Syracuse 27, Boston College 17
W. Virginia 20, Rutgers 3
SOUTH
Citadel 24, Wofford 14
Clemson 21, Maryland 7
Duke 17, N. Carolina St. 7
E. Tennessee St. 21, Appalachian St. 14
Florida 33, Kentucky 12
Furman 33, VMI 21
Georgia 24, Auburn 13
Louisiana Tech 32, Arkansas St.
0
Miami, Fla. 21, Virginia Tech
14
Mississippi St. 17, Louisiana St.
9
Navy 20,Georgia Tech 14
N. Carolina 17, Virginia 14 ,
N. Texas St. 17, NE Louisiana
14
S. Mississippi 58, Florida St. 14
Tennessee 28, Mississippi 20
Tn.-Chattanooga 28; Tennessee
St.9
Tulane 24. Memphis St. 7
Wake Forest 34, Richmond 22
W.Carolina 38, Marshall 28
William & Mary 31, E. Carolina
,21
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 28, E. Michigan
0
Cent Michigan18. Ball St. 7
Cincinnati 24, louisville 0
Draktg3,IllinoisSt.JO •
Illinois 35,Indiana 14
Indiana St. 27, E. Illinois 14
lowa- 17, Wisconsin 7
Kansas 27, Colorado0
Miami,-,Oho/30. N. Illinois 3
•
Michigan/8, Purdue 10
•
Michigantit 43, Minnesota 16 •
Missouri 19,f*lahorna 14
Nebraska 31 Iowa St. 7
(*to U. 37:IN Miehwan 30
oho)St 76,Northwestern 6
Toledo 17. Kent St 0

Freddie Logan intercepted a pass in Oleend :one just before
halftime Louisville had
driven to the Hemet
three-yard line
The Sweat Missy
Iv
inlaill44 yards realm
on 22 carries. The Cardinals also kat three
fumbles and suffered two
pass interceptions

Curci Points Out
He's Still In Charge
GAINESVILLE:, Fla.
(AP) - Kentucky's Fran
Curci, who is On the head
coaches' endangered
species list, says he's still
in charge despite a 33-12
weekend loss to Florida.
"I have a three-year
contract with the University of Kentucky, and I
am still the coach," Curd
said Saturday after the from Satellite Beach,
Wildcats' record dropped Fla., was as impressed
to 24 overall and :
1 4 in with the Gator defense as
the Southeastern Baird was with the
Conference.
offense.
"I look at the situation
"Their quickness is
kind of like a marriage: unbelievable. I think
For better or worse," Robin was in our
Curci said. "It's the backfield on almost every
worse right now, but play," said Boyle, who
things are now totally out played with Florida's
of my control."
Robin Fisher at Satellite
Curci said the Florida High.
game just boiled down to "He's gotten a lot bigthe fact that Florida, 6-4 ger and quicker since
overall and 3-3 .in the high school," Boyle said
SEC, "probably is a of the senior nose guard.
much better team than- Fisher, said the first
we are. They are young tune he sacked Boyle, "I
and skilled and could be a told him I'd. bt..coming_
national power in time." back for more.
Kentucky cornerback
"I think we played
Kerry Baird. said the good," he -said. "Maybe
Gator offense was one of they did get a lot of
the best he's faced this yardage, but they
year.
coul(ln't get it in the end
. "They mixed the run
and the pass very well',"
Baird said."We worked a
lot on our pass defense
last week, but I don't
think we were quite as
prepared for their running game."
Six members of the
Florida fullback James Murray
Marathoners
Jones ran for the first two running club
Florida touchdowns and the Barclay competed in
Banks' 10K
freshman Lorenzo Hamp- Race on Saturday
mornton added another.
ing.
Sophomore quarter- The race.
utilizing 4
back Wayne Peace, who play on words, was sponhit on 8 of 11 pass at- sored by the banks of
tempts for 162 yards in Cadiz and followed
a
the first half, connected course around the banks
with Broughton Lang for of Lake Barkley ending at
the Gators' fourth and the Barkley Lake State
final touchdown, giving Park Lodge.
them a n-o lead at the
half.
Finishing second in the
Kentucky quarterback 13-and-under runners was
Tom Boyle, a sophomore Bayberry Lanning and

zone
Florida Coach Charley
Pell cleared the bench in
the second half. Junior
quarterback Rob Hewko,
who has been hampered
by injuries and had not
played since ;he
Mississippi State game,
led the offense
"We beat them in the
second half," Curti said
•• And we should have
never been out of the
game "
The Wildcats scored in
the third period on a oneyard pass play from
quarterback Randy
Jenkins to Henry Parks
That was shortly after
Jenkins was sacked in the
end zone for a safety
Florida fumbled -the
ensuing free kick to set up
the Wildcat TI)
Florida placekicker
Brian Clark booted a 55yard field goal, breaking
the 54-yard school record
shared by I ):1 v id Posey
and Ben Vepremian
Kentucky 's final score
was a one-yard run by
fullback Richard
Abraham with little more
than a minute to play.

Murray Marathoners

Freshman Says, 'It's Overwhelming'

Associated Press
Mike Ballenger knew
about the almost legendary fan support for
University of Kentucky
basketball, but he wasn't
quite prepared when he
became one of the
idolized.
Nearly 4,000 Wildcat
faithful paid $7.50 each to
crowd into the
Madisonville-North
Hopkins High School gymnasium to watch UK play
an intra-squad game
Saturday afternoon.
The next day, some
3,100 people were on hand
at • Paducah' Tilghman
High School to see a
repeat.
The starters, as ex-

held a 74lead at the half
cloned out the scoring
Feeler kicked a field with the help of a muffed
Pei and Harvin swept Louisville punt attempt
Into the end zone for a Senior punter Mark
two-yard TD run midway Blasinsky fell down on
through the third quarter--the Louisville three-yard
deea Tha hist Cincinnati line while trying to avoid
sacovarad a gamble an the LInctonati rush. Sot.
the Louisville 11-yard line Us scored on the nest
to set up Harvin's fourth- play.
down touchdown rim.
Louisville's only scarBettis, Cincinnati's ing threat came up empty
career rushing leader. as Cincinnati cornerback

Place Six In tOK Run

lead the reserves in scor- fan support," Hall said.
ing with 21 points on "It infects the players
Saturday. He scored four with the Kentucky
on Sunday, when Bret spirit."
Bearup led the way with
With the Nov.28 season
30.
opener against Akron less
Chuch Verderber, who than two weeks away,
sat out each game Hall said his club is about
because of a bad back, is halfway to where he
no longer surprised .by wants them to be. The ofKentucky fans.
fense, as the scrimmage
"You almost come to scores indicate, is coming
expect it," said along nicely. Defense is
Verderber, a senior for- another matter.
ward. "It's tremendous
"I wish we were
the way they come out for sounder defensively, but
us."
we haven't spent much
Hall, who began the - time on it," Hall said.
practice of conducting
The Wildcats will play
scrimmages away from another scrimmage TuesLexington nine years ago, day at London before
said there is seldom an returning to Lexington 1,
empty seat wherever the for a Nov.23 exhibition
Wildcats play.
contest against the
"Border to border, the Yugoslavian national
players can witness the team.
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Over 60 runners rumpeted
race
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catagory with his 37:22
time; Dick Paterson was
second in the 30-40 men
recording a 3'4..49 mark,
Luis Bossing finished second in the 40-49 age
bracket at 12 . 31; and
Adam Lannitig was first
in the over -50 bracket
with his.44 29
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NEW LOW PRICE
ON THIS QUALITY HOTPOINT!

her 55.49 time. .lane Arnold placed second in the
over-30 females with a
60:06 run; Greg Fox was
second in the 19-29 open

All You Can Eat Salad Bar,
And Texas Toast

i

Refills on
Coffee, Tee i
l
sari Drinks
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f USDA Choice Beef Cut Daily 1
I VIATIIIPett

0 2-Speed quality Hotpoint
with porcelain enamel finish
lid and tub 0 Permanent
Press and Knits/ Delicates
cycles 0 Regular cycle for
Heavy. Ncorrnal• Light. Soil
-and 'Activated Soak 0
Bleach dispenser.

Uodt W1 W25009
just

$339

West Ky. Appliance
Via Nut Psist...Ratic Clef Sala
Saes-Service-Pah
141 1.

1S3.44/1

FOR CARRYOUTS
ON EVERYTHING
CALL
•

753-0440

•••-

Bel Air Center
On 12th St. Murray, Ky.
"Best Beef In Town and
TItats No Bull." •

Open
Sun.-There . 11-9
Fri.& Sot. 11-10
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Food And Drug Administration
Approves Hepatitis Vaccine WASHINGTON(AP) —
The Food and Drug Administration today approved the nation's first
vaccine against hepatitis
B, the debilitating liver
disease that strikes hundreds of thousands of
health workers,
homosexuals, drug addicts and other
Americans each year.
The vaccine, which has
proved safe and highly effective in clinical trials,
is the _ first ever made
directly from human
blood and the first new
viral vaccine introduced
in this country in a
decade, said FDA Commissioner Dr. Arthur
Hull Hayes Jr.
The vaccine, called
Heptavax-B, was
developed by Merck
Sharp & Dohme of West
Point, Pa., and will be on
the market in mid-1982.
Dr. Maurice R.
Hilleman, Merck's senior
vice president for
research, and associates
began working on the
vaccine in 1970 and the
company began studying
mass production last
January. The manufac-

turing process will take
65 weeks, Merck President John A. Lyons aid.
Lyons said the complexity and the cost of obtaining human blood
plasma from people who
have contracted hepatitis
B will make the vaccine
expensive: about. $75 to
$120 for three shots over
six months.
Hilleznan said its protection lasts at least five
yeah,and Hayes said the
three-shot regimen has
not produced any significant side effects.
Hayes said the vaccine
promises not only to
safeguard health workers
and others from hepatitis
B, but possibily from
liver cancer as well.

Wall
Collapses
MERIDA, MEXICO,
(AP) — Part of an old cement wall surrounding a
bullring caved in, collapsing the wooden stands in
front of it and killing at
least 47 people at a
political rally, a Red
Cross spokesman
reported.
"We have counted 47
bodies in five hospitals
and two Red Cross
stations, and we have a
list of approximately 50
people injured, a lot of
them seriously," the Red
Cross duty officer said.
The stadium was threefourths filled by about
15,000 people attending
the closing rally late Sunday afternoon of Gen.
Graciliano Puce Pinzon's
campaign for governor of
Yucatan State. The wall
collapsed as the general
was speaking, the Red
Cross man said in a
telephone interview.
An investigation was
begun to determine the
cause of the collapse.
The duty officer at
police headquarters confirmed a "serious
mishapa occurred but
could give no details until
later today.
Puce Pinzon is the
gubernatorial candidate
of the Institutional
Revolutionary Party
which has dominated
Mexican politics since the
1920s.
The Yucatan Peninsula
in -southeast Mexico
separates the Caribbean
from the Gulf of Mexico.
Merida, the capital of the
state, is 23 miles inland
from the port city of
Progresso.

contacts.
Hepatitis B, formerly
called serum hepatitis or
post-transfusion
hepatitis, is more serious
than the other two viral
forms of the disease:
hepatitis A, often called
infectious hepatitis,and a
recently discovered form
called non-A, non-B
hepatitis.
Hayes said 200,000 to
300,000 Americans are infected with hepatitis B
each year "and 100 to 200
victims die of acute
hepatitis. Thousands
more suffer from
degenerative liver
diseases as a result of
hepatitis B."
A majority of those infected show no overt
signs of the disease, but
one-fourth get jaundice,
fever, nausea and
France near Lyon vomiting, and about
10,000 require hospitalizaarrives.
tion
each year.
Trucks, trains and
planes began pulling out
of the vineyards to
distribute the 1.3 million
gallons of "Beaujolais
Nouveau" to the rest of
France, Europe and the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
United States.
(AP) — Two young peoThe first shipments of ple have been sentenced
the unaged wine, which is to life in prison after beat its best when ing found guilty of
consumed immediately, murder in the 1980
began arriving in the shooting death of a Jefcapital Sunday.
ferson County policeman.
Sheila Swiney, 17, of
Lenoir City, Tenn., had
pleaded guilty Oct. 19 to
shooting officer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Christopher M. Dunn in
Despite soaring inflation the back on April 3, 1980.
that's been needling Four days after that-guilmany economists, it ty plea, a jury convicted
shouldn't cost much more Gary Odom, 24, of
to keep your house in firs Florida, of murder. The
jury dcided that Odom
this yuletide.
Donald McNeil, ex- encouraged or
ecutive d rector of the commanded Miss Swiney
Milwaukee-based Na- to kill Dunn.
Odum could be contional Christmas Tree
parole after
Association, said Sunday sidered for
six years and Miss
that prices of the trees
Swiney in less than five
should not increase
years, because of time
substantially from last already served.
year's levels.
Ms. Swiney also was
Trees would sell for sentenced to five years
about $3 per foot, he said. for possessing a stolen
A 7-foot tree which cost gun and possession of
about $19 last year will stolen cocaine. Both
cost about $21 this year, sentences will run
he said.
concurrently with the life
"You shouldn't pay term.
more than $25" for the
Before handing down
best tree available, he the sentences Friday,
said.
Jefferson Circuit Judge
"Because there are go- Lawrence Higgins said it
ing to be an adequate was "a matter of sadness
number of quality trees to be faced with the
on the market ... I think responsibility of sentencwholesalers will be ing two young perholding the line," he said. - sons...one who is only 17

Paris Corks Will Pop
PARIS (AP) — Corks
will be popping all over
town today as Parisians
taste the first Beaujolais
wine of the season.
For a few weeks each
year beginning Nov. 15,
there is a festive air in
Paris as the first batch of
the fruity red beverage
from southeastern

Egyptian President Tackles
Difficult Economic Problems
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) —
President Hosni Mubarak
has tackled Egypt's most
difficult problem — the
economy — during his
first month in office. But
so far he has proposed
few specific remedies.
Answering critics who
charged that Anwar
Sadat's economic programs benefited a chosen
elite only, the former vice
president told the
National Assembly in his
first major policy
speech:
"Egypt is not a society
of a privileged minority
which monopolizes
influence and good....
-Our first responsibility is to build the Egyptian
economy on a sound basis_
in order to be able to
realize the ambitious
aims on which we have
all agreed so that Egypt
may invest her resources
and enjoy the stability required for sound
economic growth."
After years of isolation,
Sadat's opening to the
West in 1974 brought a
deluge of consumer
goods. But the store windows were a dream world

"This vaccine,
although very important,
is not for general,
population-wide use,"
Hayes said. "I want to
make clear that not
everyone needs to take
this vaccine."
He said it would be
recommended initially
only for people at high
risk, including surgeons,
dentists, hemodialysis
staff workers and
patients, laboratory
workers, relatives and
other contacts of
carriers, some military
personnel, the patients
and staff at institutions
for the retarded, addicts,
and male homosexuals or
prostitutes with a large
number of sexual

for most Egyptians who
earn little more than $50 a
month.
In what one Western
economic expert called a
"positive and refreshing
change of emphasis,"
Mubarak proposed a national dialogue on
economic problems. He
said these included:
— Subsidies totaling
$1.5 billion this year to
keep down retail prices of
food and basic commodities. The cost rises
steadily as import prices
increase.
— A housing shortage
that gets steadily worse
as the population
increases by more than a
million people every
year.
— Foreign investment,
which he said should be
redirected to meet basic
needs of the people.
— The huge
bureaucracy which he
said must be reformed.
He cautiously proposed
that subsidies be made
available only to those
who need them. Several
schemes have been
discussed in the
government-controlled
press, including fooc
coupons, increasing
salaries or a two-tier
pricing system.
Although U.S. aid in the
wake of the Camp David
peace treaties amounts to
more than $1 billion a
year, private investment
was only a disappointing
$400 million last year.

Home Mortgages
Become More Confusing
Today's woutil-behomeowners are facing a
maze of mortgages, and
the future is likely to be
more — not less —
confusing.
Government regulators
have authorized a wide
variety of new types of
loans in recent months,
giving lenders more flexibility in an effort to
make more money
available for housing.
Buyers must be "much
more astute and much
more careful," said Jim
Christian, an economist
for the U.S. League of
Savings Associations.
They must become
"adapted to some uncertainty," he said.
The traditional, fixedrate mortgage is still
available, Christian said,
but it is getting harder
and harderto find. In its
place are adjustable mortgage loans — AMLs —

-creative financing" by you -think you can comsellert; the adjustable fortably handle a paymortgage loan can ment of $800 a month.
automatically be assum- Look for a house and a
loan that will cost only
ed by the buyers.
Christian said both $650 a month. Set aside
lenders and borrowers the difference —$150— in
will have to do more a contingency fund each
planning with the new .month, so you have a
loans. They cannot make cushion if'your payment
decisions based on goes up.
The thrift industry says
current income and exadjustable mortgages are
penses alone.
Shop for money before necessary to close the
you shop for a house, gap that now exists betChristian urged. Take a ween earnings on
realistic look at your outstanding loans —
financial situation: Do many of them long-term,
you expect your income low-interest mortgages —
to increase and by how and the interest they
much? Will you face ma- must pay to attract
jor expenditures in the deposits. Savings and
next few years? Will you loan officials say today's
need a new car? Braces borrowers are, in fact,
subsidizing the holders of
for the kids?
Christian said would-be existing mortgages,
homebuyers should in- granted in the days of
clude "contingency single-digit interest
reserves" in their rates.
Christian said that if an
budgets to protect
against the possibility of adjustable mortgage
an increase in their mon- system had been in effect
thly mortgage payment. in years past, interest
Your payment should rates on current home
actually be LESS than loans would be about 13
percent or 14 percent inyou can afford.
Odom told Higgins that
Suppose, for example, stead of 18 percent.
"drug addiction and being very high led to this
Let me give you
all the details
incident.
on homeowners
"I'm very sorry this ing#4.
insurance—the
cident occurred," he
State Farm way
0
0I'm
said. "It was tragic.
very sorry I was part of
';4tJane Rogers
sac
it."
201 S. 6th St.
Odom, who said he
Like a
Murray, Ky.
good neighbor
wanted to warn youths to
State Farm
stay away from drugs,
is there.
7S3-9627
said he had taken drugs
the day Dunn was killed.
The shooting occurred
"Low rates
after an employee of a
make State
food mart complained to
Farm
police that Odom and
homeowners
Miss -Swiney were
creating a disturbance ininsurance a
side the store.
good buy.
When Dunn answered
Our service
the call, he and Odom
makes it
struggled, witnesses said.
During the struggle, Miss
even better."
Swiney pulled a pistol
from inside the couple's
car and _shot Dunn, according to court
testimony.

with fluctuatirr interest
rates and payment
schedules.
The AMLs take many
forms. Interest rates are
tied to a pre-selected
economic index and are.
adjusted regularly.
Consumer groups have
expressed concern over
the risks of adjustable
mortgages, particularly
those with monthly
payments which can
change. They fear that
borrowers will be unable
to to handle higher
payments.
- Christian admitted that
the new loans make it
harder to plan. But he
said they also have advantages for consumers.
There is no need to
refinance your mortgage
— with possible prepayment penalties — if
interest rates drop sharply. There is less need for

Two Sentenced To Life

Inflation
Soars

Farmer, Coal Industry
Plan Tuesday Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — Tracy Farmer,
secretary of public protection and regulation,
will meet with coal industry representatives
from Kentucky and
several European nations
Tuesday night at Jenny

Wiley State Park to
discuss the state's model
mine safety program.
That program is the only one in the nation administered by a state.
Rescue teams work out of
six stations around
Kentcky.

If I went
to church,
the roof would
cave in.
If only the perfect and the pious were going to church, the
preachers wouldn't have much to say. Well, that isn't the case
and the preachers have a lot to talk about,
Church is a place for us to go to worship God and to try to
make ourselves as acceptable in His eyes as we poor mortals
can. We folks at the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
know we have a lot of work to do On our souls and we're working on it real hard.
We hope you'll come to church Sunday and start your own
improvemeht program along with us. We all have a long way
to go.
We go.almost every Sunday and the roof hasn'ttaved in yet,
so you're probably safe.

The First Christian Church
North of the sqbare dn Path Street —
Dr. David C. Roos, Minster '

years of age and a
female."
Higgins pointed out
that Dunn, 27, also waS
young and an innocent
victim of the duo's
"odyssey of crime."
Higgins said that Miss
Swiney was a victim in
the case, but "a willing
victim." When she ran
away from home at 15,
the judge continued,"she
was engaged in dope,
engaged in living with
men."
But Odom was partly to
blame for his girlfriend's
criminal activities, Higgins continued. Miss
Swiney had testified that
Odom bought her
anything she wanted with
the money he made in
robberies and drug deals.
"Mr. Odom, what you
did to this girl is
unspeakable...Surely you
will never be forgiven for
it," the judge said.

Let's Talk
Turkey
THE DOWNTOWN
MERCHANT ASSOCIATION IS CELEBRATING
THANKSGIVING WITH
GREAT SAVINGS FOR YOU!
So Come Downtown on
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 20th & 21st
and Register for a
FREE TURKEY
To Be Given Away In Each Participating Store
Drawings Will Be Held 4:00 p.m.Sat.
Winners Will be Notified
Settle Workman
Home Federal
Brights
Specialty Shop
Littletons
Boones
Twin Lakes
Lermans
Bonk of Murray
Thurmans Furniture
Murray Supply
Beale Hardware
Wallis Drugs
Mademoiselle
Corn Austin
Ward Elkins
Murray Appliance
Cross Furniture
National Store Murray Ledger and Times
Family Shoe Store
Winchester
Federal Savings and Loan Peoples Bank
SYNBS
Pagliais Pizza
Graham Jackson •
WSJP
Purdoms Inc.
Holland Drugs
Pdrkett
•,

OPEN TIL 8.30 P.M. Fri.

Asa
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Obituaries
18-Year-Old Services
Dies Saturday Are Sunday
Emil Threlkeld, 18,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Parker, Murray, was pronounced
dead at the scene of a
traffic accident near Las
Cruces, N. M., Saturday
morning.
He is survived by his
parents, William R. and
Kay Parker Threlkeld,
Tularosa, N. M.; a
brother, Eric Threlkeld,
Alamogordo, N. M.;
grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Parker, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Aurel
Threlkeld, Burna; an
aunt, Jan Parker, and a
uncle, Max Parker, both
of Murray.
Memorial services will
be Thursday in
Alamogordo, N. M.

McReynold
Services
Wednesday

Local Woman
Dies Saturday
A Murray woman was
killed in a Saturday morning traffic accident. Her
husband remains in
critical condition at Community Hospital,
Mayfield, according to
Kentucky State Police.
Dead is Jewell Bennett
Irby, 74 of Rt. 2, Murray.
Her husband, Leamon Irby, 73, was driving one of
the vehicles involved in
the accident one-half mile
south of Hickory on U.S.
45.
Robert Crocker, 49, of
Paducah was driving the
other automobile involved. His wife, Gail
Crocker, 50, was a
passenger in that auto.
Crocker was southbound on U.S. 45. The Irby vehicle was northbound. Irby's automobile
went out of control and
went into the southbound
lane. The Irby vehicle
was struck by the
Crocker vehicle in the
passenger side, KSP Information Richard
Wright said.
The accident was investigated by KSP
Trooper Roger Gay.
The deceased, a
member of a Baptist
Church, is survived by
her husband, a retired
minister, a son, Jim Irby
and his wife, Diana, a
grandson, Jimmy Irby,
and a granddaughter,
Patti Irby, all of Rt. 2,
Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Leon Marjore)
Lewis and Mrs. Carl
(Eva) Whittington, Benton, Ill., and Faye Moore,
Ziegler, Ill.; a brother,
Lowell Bennett, Akin, Ill.
Services will be conducted at a time to be announced at Morton and
Johnston Funeral Home,
Benton, Ill. BlalockColeman Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements.

Services for Charlie
Wynn, 89, retired farmer
and grocer, Buchanan,
Tenn., were Sunday at
310-1117the. in the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Burial
was in the Point Pleasant
Cemetery.
Wynn died Friday at
Henry County General
Hospital,Paris.
He is survived by two
daughters, Irene Linville,
Paris, and Geneva
Grooms, Buchanan,
Tenn.; three sisters, Ina
Moody, Glens Williams,
and Vernice Wynn, and a
brother, Elvis Wynn, all
of Paris.

Adams Rites
Are Today

Services for Mrs.
Frank Walden (Dorothy
Nell) Adams, Rt. 2,
Cadiz, formerly of Murray were at 2 p.m. today
Services for Mrs. in the chapel
of J. H.
Elwood (Anne N.) Churchill Funeral
Home
McReynelds, Henderson, with the Rev.
Walter E.
formerly of Murray, will Mischke,
Jr., the Rev.
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Lloyd Perrin,
the chapel of J. H. Chur- Rev. Jimmy and the
Stubbs ofchill Funeral Home with ficiating.
Music was .by
the Rev. Fred Pfisterer Ann Doran, soloist,
and
officiating.
Bea Farrell, organist.
Burial will follow in
Pallbearers were
Murray City Cemetery. James Lee
Harmon,RonFriends may call at the nie Shemwell,
J. D. Orr,
funeral home from 5 to 9 Ronnie Orr,
Joe
Pat Carp.m. Tuesday.
raway, and Bud ScarThe deceased, 67, died brough.
Burial was in the
Sunday at 10:05 p.m. in Murray City Cemetery.
Community Methodist
The deceased, 60, died
Hospital, Henderson. She Saturday
at
was a bookkeeper for Murray-Ca 10:40 a.m. at
Mac's Inc., Henderson. Hospital. lloway County
She was born Dec. 31, member She was a
of First United
1913,in Calloway County.
Methodist Church and the
Survivors include her Gleaners
Sunday School
husband; a daughter, Class of
the church. She
Deborah Ann Summers, was a former
clerk here
Henderson; a sister, and was also
employed at
Charlotte Robinson, Mur- Murray
Woman's Club
ray.
House.
Born Aug. 26, 1921, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Lee Carraway and
Services for Nellie Ray Lula Miller Carraway.
Marshall, 84, widow of R.
survivors include her
G. Marshall, were at 2 husband; five sisters,
p.m. today in the chapel Mrs. David (Annie) Har.of McEvoy Funeral mon, Hurt Drive, Louise
Graveside rites for
Home, Paris, Tenn. Scarbrough, Peggy Ann George W. Steele, 72,
Burial was in Memorial Drive, Mrs. Burie were conducted by Ramp
Cemetery.
(Laurine) Waldrop, Brooks at 10 this morning
The deceased died North Ninth Street, Mrs. at Murray City
'Saturday in Henty_goun- Odell (Mayme) Orr, Rt. Cemetery.
, ty General Hospital, 4, Murray, and Mrs. J.C.
Pallbearers were Jerry
Paris.
(Frances) Dunn, 411 Berry, Grover Waid, Max
Survivors include a South Sixth Street; two Bonner, Hardy Outland,
daughter, Louise Travis, brothers, Leo Carraway, Rob McCallon, and
and a son, Charles Mar- Rt. 4, Murray, and Pat Thomas Bell. Blalockshall, Paris; and a sister, Carraway, 313 South Coleman Funeral Home
Eula McCullough,Hazel. Eight Street.
was in charge of the arrangements.
Steele, Rt. 5, Murray,
Panamora Shores Subdivision, died Saturday at
12:30 p.m. at his -home.
He was a member of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. day don't know what our Mason's Chapel United
(AP) — The school budget is," said Dr. Methodist Church, a
systems at Kentucky's Roland Haun, Fort Knox Navy veteran of World
War II, former owner and
two U.S. Army posts have school superintendent.
Federal officials had operator of Kentucky Colbeen told to spend as little
money as possible predicted that Fort onel and The Hut, and
because of expected Campbell's enrollment retired as superintendent
would drop by about 200 of the Student Union
federal budget cuts.
Appropriations for this year, but the system Cafeteria, Murray State
schools at Fort Knox and once again has some 4,000 University.
Born March 7, 1909, in
Fort Campbell have not students. The drop in funyet been drawn up by ding has increased the Calloway County, he was
Congress. But Fort Knox teacher-to-student ratio the son of the late W. A.
Steele and Mattie Stubhas been told it will from 23 to 32.
Haun and Fort Camp- blefield Steele.
probably not get any
Survivors include his
more money that it bell school superintenreceived last year, and dent Dr. Leon Sitter said wife, Mine Wilson
Fort Campbell has been their schools aren't yet Steele,to whom he was
told to expect a cut of up feeling the pinch, but married on Oct. 29, 1932;
need to know about a sister, Mrs. Carroll
to 5 percent.
"Our school year began appropriations for plann- (Zela) Farmer,309 North
Fourth Street; a brother,
July 1 and we still to this ing purposes.
Rainey Steele, West
Frankfort, Ill.; several
nieces and nephews.

Rites Today
For Marshall

Steele Rites
Conducted
Here Today

Army-Post Schools
To Watch Spending

Regents To Meet
About Alternative

-

. FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A Kentucky State
University regents' committee planned a meeting
today to come up with an
alternative plan to
maintain the university
as a four-year college.
The state Council on
Higher Educatiom's
Minority Affairs Committee voted 3-2 last week to
accept a proposal calling
for KSU to join the
University of Kentucky's
community college
system in mid-1983.
"We feel like the council and the governor
' should - have some.
alternative to that plan
that is. not such a drastic
change," said Barney
Tucker, vice president of
KSU's b.ord of regents

and chairman of the
regents' study
committee.
That study group had
developed a plan calling
for KSU to remain a
four-year college, with
$11.3 million set aside
over the next five years
for improved academic
programs and campus
facilities.
Enhancement of KSU
and the rest of the state's
higher education system
was ordered last January
by the U.S. Office of Civil
Rights, which ordered the
state to develop a plan to
fully desegregate its
universities.
The full Council on
Higher Education will
discuss KSU's future at
its Dec 3 meeting.

DEER ME — This young buck has become domesticated
couple near Muskegon, Michigan. The deer,"Bambi,"lives by a
in the
woods but visits Don and Jayne Cable when they call him from
his

woodland shelter. He wears a lloureecent organe collar. Mrs.
Cable says she fears he will be shot during hunting season.
(AP Lasenthoto

Colonial House morgas org
Friday Night Caffisl,Special

News In Brief
CAPE CANAVERAL
Fla. AP — The Navy
says the ignition and
launch of a Trident
missile were normal during -a test but something
went wrong after the
weapon started on its
course. and .that's .why it
was destroyed..
A technician pushed a
button and exploded the
missile when it veered
off-course, after its test
launch from the submarine USS Benjamin
Franklin, naval officials
said. The Navy would not
say which way the
missile was heading. The
sub was 50 miles from
here Sunday when the
incident occurred.
The Trident missile, to
be installed in nuclear
subs of the same name,
has a range of nearly
7,000 miles. The Navy
said it was the second
time a Trident missile
has had to be destroyed In
the air.

new reactor at the Sequoyah nuclear power
plant here was fixed and
tests of the reactor will
resume, the Tennessee
Valley Authority says.
An alert was sounded
when an electrical problem caused one of about
50 control rods to fail to
insert properly during a
test Saturday, the TVA
said. The problem ?vas
repaired Sunday. The

-

rods are used to slow
down or stop the nuclear
reactions that produce
power.
An older reactor at Sequoyah operated without
interruption during the
test, the TVA said.
Spokesman Carl
Crawfor.d said the
workers and public never
were in danger and an
alert was demanded by
procedure.

New Senior Citizens
Biscuits
OPEN THANKSGIVING
-COUPON- — —
1

504 Off

Evening Meal- I
Ties. thru Thurs.

Except Nolideys

Hurray and Get Your Share Of
Parker Ford's Big Cash Discount
Plus

FORDS
UPEIRtalff
MONEY

NORFOLK, Va. (AP)
— The Navy has confirmed a report that sailors on
ships carrying nuclear
weapons soak up radiation, but maintains the
levels they get -can be
compared with radiation
exposures to workers in
the thousands of hospitals
handling radioactive
materials."
The Navy was commenting in response to a
Sunday story in the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot that
reported on a radiation
study presented at a
closed committee session
of the House of
Respresentatives by Dr.
Charles Gilbert, the acting deputy assistant
Energy secretary for
nuclear materials.
Gilbert told the committee in March that the
problem is most severe
on ships where sailors
must sleep in the same
rooms or adjacent to
rooms where nuclear
weapons are stored. The
newspaper's transcript
contained no elaboration
and congressmen did not
question Gilbert on the
subject. He declined- to
discuss it with the paper
by telephone.

A better way to beat the high
cost of financing.
,
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-Continuous Family Samos Since 1886

96 Years of
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Murray &
Calloway County
J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
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James Parker 753 5180
David Porker 753 0414Joe Porker 753 2656
John Porker 753 1833
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Ron Wright 753 0156
Joe Rowland 75380)3
Nick Ryon 7511338
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Serpico's Paternity Suit Continues
elownWe'

NEW YORK (AP) Former policeman Frank
Serpico is described as a
cold-hearted cad by the
woman accused of plotting to make him a
father. When his feminist
lawyer tells it, Serpico
shines as an advocate of
sexual equality.
At age 45, the man
whose expose of corruption in the New York City
Police Department
became a' best seller and
a hit movie is involved in
a court battle over the
right of men to avoid unwanted parenthood.
Serpico, who retired
from the force in 1971 and
moved to Europe, claims
be should not have to pay
support for the child he
fathered because he was
used as "a sperm bank"
by a lover who lied about
taking birth control pills.
"I don't care if people
call me a cad," Serpico
said in a telephone interview. "There are a lot of
women who get left in the
lurch, but this is not one
of those cases."
. A Family Court hearing resumes Friday to

determine whether a
flight attendant identified
only as "Pamela P.," the
mother of Serpico's
18-month-old out-ofwedlock son, is financially able to support the
child alone.
Judge Nanette Dembitz
ruled Oct. 1 that
testimony showed Serpico was tricked into
fatherhood, and that
Pamela therefore did not
have an inalienable right
to child support. But the
judge said Serpict might
have to pay some support
if it is proven the child is
suffering financially.
If the judge rules he
must pay, Serpico said he
might appeal - or he
might refuse to comply
with the judge's order.
"I'm willing to go to jail if
I have to for my principles," he said.
Serpico's lawyers include feminist Karen
DeCrow, a former president of the National
Organization for Women,
who has long advocated
equality for men as well
as women.
Ms. DeCrow said that

because of Supreme
Court rulings allowing
abortion, "Women have
The right to choparenex
thood. That ri L has
never been
ded to
men untilthisease."
The ruling that might
let men off the financial
hook if they are tricked
into fathering a child
would not apply in cases
where a couple used a
birth control method that
failed, said Alan Levine,
Ms. DeCrow's co-counsel.
"The decision is rather
narrow," said Levine. "It
applies in those circumstances where deceit
can be proved."
Pamela lived with Serpico in Switzerland in
1973 and 1974 and after
that saw him about once a
year,the judge said.
Serpico's lawyers said
that on the night the child
was conceived in 1979,
Pamela told him she was
"on the pill." Pamela
conceded in court that
she was in her most fertile phase when the conception took place, but
said there was no discussion of birth control.
One witness testified
that he broke up with
Pamela several months
before the child was conceived because she
wanted him to father a
DOWN
child
out of wedlock.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
1 Reverence
When he refused, he said,
2 Awe '
CUE OM= MUM she told him she would
a Negative
4 Roll call reply MMU MOUE! UMEI
CUOMO UUMUMU have Serpico father her
5 Growing out
child, whether he chose to
OM MUM
of
MUM UU MEMO or not.
6 Living in
water
UM OCUU MUM
The court found .that
7 Mink, for one OM UOUBOU0 CU
8 Cravats
MUM UUMM MUM blood tests indicated Ser9 Teutonic
MUM UM =UM pico fathered the baby,
deity
1:100150 UIU
who was born March 15,
10 Feast
MUUMUU OMMMUU 1980. Serpico has conced12 French
CCU [MUM OM
article
UU
UM= UUM ed only that he might be
14 Part of a
the father.
flower
"If he showed up at my
17 Break
Shoppe
ones
suddenly
37 South African 48 Consecrate
door one day, I'd treat
20 Leave out
Dutch
51 Church.area
him just like any other
23 Faroe
53 Apollo's
38 Brand
child," said Serpico. "I
whirlwind
mother
39 Mistakes
24 Exclamation 41 Pertaining to 57 Quarrel
would say, 'What do you
25 Sow
58 Nom the laity
Are you hungry?'
need?
27 Halt
43 Irascible
plume
In Europe, I had little
30 Dioceses
44 Printer's
60 Employ
32 Jet forth
62 Pronoun
child corning to my farm
measure
35 Motherly
46 - Olde
64 Cooled lava
just to talk."
1 2
4 ji
a 9 10
In a telephone inter14 view, Pamela denied the
' isE kiauu allegation "that there
15
II
Ili was premeditation in this
Bi
22 itiaUU
pregnancy, deceit and
111
21
la
fraud. None of this
11
24
il
III
IllUUlid Id• existed."
29•UUiiii
Responding to Ms.
id
id III
NI
DeCrow's assertion that
iillii III
IIIII iiiUUMil the case promotes male
equality, Pamela said,
ill 61inillia Wiliam
"Where's the equality?
He walks away. I thought
“i•hifilli
61•Waikiki this
man (Serpico) had
some shred of decency.
I'm extremely
id
61
id

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Beard of
-grain
4 Pronoun 6 Later
11 Made of
tweed
13 Paper
'measures
15 Printer's
measure
16 Art gum
deletion
18 Earth
goddess
19 Act
21 Sicilian
Volcarr,
22 Clearr-g
substance
24 Dress
borders
26 Lunches
28 Guido note
29 Zodiac
sign
31 Fruit seeds
33 Spanish
article
34 Abound
36 Native
- Egyptian
38 Compass pt
40 Transaction
42 Tranquillity
45 Attempt
47 Pierce
49 Cordial
50 Region
52 Small
brook
54 Tra -55 IL's neighbor
56 Go
59 Greek letter
61 Jail
63 Cuts of meat
65 Ragouts
66 Conjunction
67 Affirmative
vote
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JOYS IN LIFE 15
DINNER AND GOOD
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embarrassed that he is
the father of my son."
Serpico maintains that
Pamela and the baby
are not in a poverty
situation...One of the
reasonsI broke it off with
her in Switzerland is
because she wanted to
live like I was a
Hollywood star or
something."
Pamela said she is
seeking child support
because "I'm not a
wealthy woman. It's not
for me - I'm not asking
for palimony," she said.
"I'm not. asking him to
empty out his pockets to
me or become a pauper."
"I've been offered
money by some publications to have (the baby)
photographed, but I'm
very protective of him.
I'm not going to parade
him in the press."
The case has made
waves among feminists.
Ms. DeCrow has received "an enormous
favorable response from
feminist lawyers...who
are thrilled with the
forward -thinking
decision."
But others are not as
pleased.
."If he (Serpico) were
that opposed to having
children, he could have"
said 'no' or chosen to be
sterilized," said Marjory
Fields, co-chairman of
the Governor's Task
Force on Domestic
Violence.
"There is always a
danger of conception,"
said Ms. Fields. "This
case is almost a classic
anti-woman presentation: that women seduce
and entrap men with
their ferhinine wiles."
Ms. DeCrow said some
women -need to always
believe that the man is
the villain. In this case,
the man is the victim."
Despite the image
many people have of him.
"Frank Serpico is
absolutely not macho,"
she said. "He is a kind,
gentle, sensitive person
who espouses many ideas
about equality between
the sexes."
But answered
Pamela's lawyer,
Stephen Harnick: "If he
were so sensitive and concerned about the
possibility of conception,
there are a half dozen
things he could have
done, including
abstained."

CHATTER
15 NOT
CONVERSATION

SINCE I HAVE
TO WALK MY
DO6 EVERY
DAY---

Unted genre Srxlicall.

I-IOLO THIS

SIT
HERE

:POUN0 -114E 5A4ZCitriEs,BUT
vil-iERE 5 THE PEANUT
BuT7ER

WHY Do',Cu WANT PEANUT
SUTTER? IT COF-SN'T
GO WiTH
SA,RDINES

1 USE IT TO KEEP

TI-4E SARDINES FROM
SLICING CUT

1 LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Marne Platt
Alton, Adminiatrata,
of the estate of Richard
Scarben7, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
November 25, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in
the Calloway Distirct
Court by C. W. Outland,
Administrator, of the
Estate of Eulus Loyd
Outland, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before Nov.
25, 1981, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson Circuit
Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Peggy Mitchell, Administratrix, of
the Estate of Louise
Patterson, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before Nov.
25, 1981, the date of
bearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Clarice
McDaniel, Administratrix, of the
Estate of J. C.
McDaniel; deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway Distirct
Court on or before
November 25, 1981, the
_
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in
,the Calloway District
Court by Sandra Sue
Tynes, Executrix, of the
Estate of Denver
Pauley, deceased. Exceptions to this settle
ment must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
November 25, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of,
qualification.
Mavis Maggie Gibbs,
Route 4, Box 78, Murray, Ky., "Deceased;
Mary Alice Gee, Route
4, Box 78, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix, Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse,
Murray,Ky.. Attorney.
Lura Asberry, 212
South llth Street, Murray, Ky., Deceased;
Max W. Parker, Courthouse, Murray, Ky. Administrator
Been Stephens, Route
6, Murray, Ky., Deceased, Serena Stout, 101
Lions Den Crt.,
Louisville, Ky., Executrix, Richard W.
Jones, 105 North Sixth
Street, Murray, Ky. Attorney
William D. Smith,
Route 1, Box 83, Dexter,
Ky., Deceased, Harold
Smith, Route 1, Box 83,
Dexter, Ky. Administrator, Richard W.
Jones, 105 North 6th,
Murray,!Cy. Attorney
I. H. Key, OTP-oplar
Street.' Murray. Kv,
Deceased, Harold
Douglas 309 No. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky. Executor,
Wm. Donald Overbey,
291 Main St. P.0. Box 7,
Murray,Ky. attorney
Ann P. Wilson, Circut
Court Clerk
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HE CAN'T N YOU
QUIET, YOU
STAY IN THERE FOREVER. CAN'T
CROOKED TUB OF
'
GET
FAT. WHERE'S
T.-1 READY-•
OuT oF YOUR DRESSING
ROOM
HERE.
ALIVE!

WELL QU TE A WARDROBE)
FOR A PCORLY RAID
CIVIL SERVANT.

*44-.

Aff

irHAT'S HE LIP 70

-_
Oil change sad hobo
specie' only $7.001
Where?
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
753-8500

2. q0TICE

6 HELP WANTED

HOME FURNISHINGS

Jobs Overseas Big money

Westinghouse electric
range. Used one month.
Call 753-2919.

fast. $20 000 to $50 000
, plus per year. Call 1 716
. 842-6000. Ext. 1705.
CLERICAL full or part

Dine -babe
46014
Now 014 WAD
NOM Where?

time opportunity working
from home with mail. No
experience required. Information send

stamped self-addressed
envelope to N.F.
Associates P. 0. Box
M Staten Island New
York 10314.
Christian men and
women part time work.
Call 489-2881.

ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Main S?.
Murray, Ky.
753-1500

350 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelppe to Kenny S. 88 North St.

SPORTS EQUIPMENt
Ru9er Security six 311 4'
blue with target grips like
new. Includes high quality shoulder holster

S300.00. 489-2773 after 5
.p.m.
22. MUSICAL
8 piece drum set great for

beginner. Only $275.00.
Call 753-6265.
60 watt custom guitar

amplifier 759-1799.
Like new Hohner guitar
$150.00 or best offer. Call
753-5964.

Stoneham, Ma.02180.

Bible Call
Holding A
Grudge? 759-4444;
Children's Story
759-4445.
Copy and restoration

-

al try .s.
•

Carter
Studio
FOR
LEASE

Building in Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center.
Reasonable Rent. Call
Tom Karvounis.

7514469
Vines for Christmas
barrels for
wreaths
wines
rustic farniture
for yout holiday gifts at
MidLaine Vineyards
dle Rd. Fulton Ky.
M&G Complete Glass Co.
has a complete line of
glass and plateglass. We
also have showcase and
display cases. Do store
front work and fix storm
windows and doors.
Replace patio door glass,
cut mirrors and glass
table tops all sizes and
shapes. Install auto glass
plateglass and window
glass. Do picture framing. M&G Complete Glass
816 Coldwater. Call 7530180.
Female room mate
wanted. Extra nice home
near campus. Call 7594726.
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
Small super market in excellent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after

7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL
16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP
oho* Mom
753-7113

Open 9 cm. te 9 p.m. Duily, 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Stiedey.
S. LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small moStly beagle male with White
flea collar lost about two
miles east Of Murray. 7591719 or 753-46.41.
6 HELP WANTED
Management - Wendy's

Old Fashioned Hamburgers now hiring experienced restaurant
management only. Must
be willinc to re-locate
good starting salary. Call
for appointment'between
2:00 and 5:00p.m. 759-4695
Need a housekeeper who
can assist with children.
Send resume with
references to P. 0. Box
10400.
Need 3 people to shampoo
carpet. Opportunity for
$300.00 per week. Apply in
person between 8 and 9
a.m. 701 Jefferson St.
Paducah, Ky. E.O. E.
Babysitter needed.
especially for daytime for
one infant. P. 0. Box 1040
C.
Need A Job. Qualifica-

tions 16.to 21 years of age
no high school diploma or
GED. Unemployed, a
school drop out or at least
nine months. ,Call Don
Walker Job Co-ordinator,
Nikki Blanchard
Counselor 753-9378 or 7533033. Calloway County
YETP Program.

WANTED

$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.
PRESICE
SALES
POSITION
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SELL IN A 30 MI.
RADIUS OF YOUR
HOME?
We ore now expanding our
soles force into the Murray
area. We need Manogement
Trainees & Salespeople to
apply for a sales position
from this area.
Many of our top salespeople
who came to us had no interest in the insurance
business until they found
out that we're different
that most other companies
and here are some of the
reasons'why. '
You will not be collecting
premiums or servicing any
claims, you will not deliver
any policies, in short, you
will only be selling.
Many ex-debit agents
hove become very successful with us. Their experience has proven very
valuable and their income
has greatly increased.
We will TRAIN you both
in product knowledge and
the skill of salesmanship
with FIELD TRAINING. We
will give you financial help
While training. We advance
you six months commision
each week along with one of
the finest 10 year commission contracts in the
business. Yes, that's right,
we will show you how
you're paid commissions f.
10 years on soles you make
each week.
IF YOU WANT A GOOD
SALES POSITION DO IT
NOW! DON'T WAIT!
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE:
Inid hyprlieg
172 & Broadway
'it'll?
ark* 1 .42M1
9. SITUATION WANTED
in my

Will do babysitting
home 753-9417.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
A HIGHLY PROFITABLE and beautiful
Jean and Sportswear
shop of your own
$12 500 to $16 500 infixdudes inventory
tures in shop training
one paid airfare to Apparel Center and more.
Over 100 nationally
known brands such as
Chic
Lee
Levi
JorCalvin Klein
dache Zena. Call Now!
Pacesetter Fashions.
Inc. 1-800643-6305.

ALOE VERA Forever
Living Products. PrOduct
Description including
testimonials and
marketing plan. 7:30
p.m., Tues., Nov. 17
1981 Sirloin Stockade. Bring this ad.

14 WANT To BUY

Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.
16 HOME FURNISHINGS
Living room suite including low back contemporary light coral sofa in
excellent cdndition, one
matching occassional
chair in contemporary
brocarde fabric,
Magnovox AM-FM stereo
console in fruit wood
-cabinet, one fruit wood
coffee table free with purchase. 753-0936 after 5
p.m
For sale excellent
Henrecton oak table, 6
chairs, 3 leaves,
$450.00; 1 modern couch- with walnut frame,
$250.00; I Parsons hall or
sofa table covered -kr

$75.00.
btack leather,
Call after 4 p.m.753-6648.
Couch, chair, rocker
and foot stool solid oak
frame. Newly

upholstered. Call 437-4975.

Responsible party to
take op payments as
Eke new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7515
23. EXTERMINATING'

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

L

unium,.1••••

PI) 59,4

24. MISCELLANEOUS
18 ft. tandem trailer electric brakes. Call 753-6084
or 753-6555.
2 14 in. ties and rims
$5.00. each 8-track portable tape player $10.00
7 piece dinnette set
$60.00
typewriter for
$40.00 .13 in. black and
white t.v. $55.00 sewing
machine $25.00
small
desk $10.00 4 pieces of
glass 30 x 72 $10.00 each
1970 Chevrolet runs good
$195.00. Call 436-2850.
Slightly used one year old
Minolta XG1
SLR
camera with 35-70 mm F
3.5 zoom and 100-200 mm.
F- 4.5 zoom lenses
Haninex adjustable
bounce computer flash
table top tripod and carrying case $600.00. After 6
p.m. 436-2147.
Anti-freeze for recreational. vehicles. Call 7534947 after 5:30 p.m.
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526.
Firewood
Order now and bum
seasoned wood thiswint->r
436-2758.

Wood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489-.
2231,

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.
Firewood $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m.1136-2744.
Firewood $25.00 rick 4362179.
Yorx FM-AM multiplex
receiver, stereo cassette
8-track recorder, BSR
quanta 720 turn table 150
watts maximum. Can be
seen at A6 Coach Estates
S. 16th St. Nine months
old sell for $550.00.
Firewood for sale $25.00
rick delivered. Call 4362744 after 5 p.m.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 7599633.
Order now for Christmas
Captains desk with stool
$50.00, receipt box $5.00,
12 hole Martin box $25.00,
iewelry boxes $10.00, 4 ft.
section of old high -back
church seat $10.00. See
Gerald Waldrop or come
by 1624 Olive Street after
4p.m.
26 TV RADIO

SATELITE
ANTENNAS
150 TV Chamois,
Movies, Sports,
Foroigti Stations

CLAYTONS
?Kerrey, Ky.
HOMES SALES- '
2 bedroom furnished,
water and garbage included.' $100.00 month
plus $50.00 deposit. Cal,
753-6634.
1977' Village two
bedrooms -central heat_
incl udek
and air
stove refrigerator and
storage building. Call 7536833 after 5 p.m.
2 bedroom furnished
trailer 753-3096 after 1
p.m.

:41

PACE 13 THF MURRAY.ky..LEDGER & TlifF.S. Moseley, Novelslore 14. 19111

27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES

32.
bedroom tiepin

wwwww•I•mwmwerournmo •villes from town on
Very well kept 12 x 60 Eá- private rood. Water furquite mobile home offer- nished $175.00. Call nil
ing two bedrooms. step- SA before COO p.m.
up front kitchen, living
room and both. Also in- Two apartments for rent
- eludes Nee new etreendi- on eidole-bedreern, one
two.bedroont furnished or
- extra •
unfernished except apspace, new twat
and refrigtwal*. SeNing pliances. 7534730 before S
price of only $1500.80. Call. p.m. or 753-6965 after 5
759-1293 after 510 p.m. or p.m.
753-3134.

Equal Housing 1 and 2
1974 12 x 65 two bedroom, bedroom apartment. Call
new carpet $1110.10. Call Murray Manor 753-8668.

753-6268.

Two bedroom unfurnished duplex with stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher
and disposal. Extra nice
In Westwood Subd. Heat
pump with low utilities
$115. Coleman R. E. 753- 8250.00
month 305-771-8717
9198.
before 4:00 p.m. or 305792-5565 after 4:00 p.m.
28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Two bedroom apartment
rent, range, over
for
t-or sale or rent 12 x 65 refrigerator,
dishwasher
furnished. Call 759-1987.
disposal, washer and
hookup, air, carpet.
Two bedrooms with cen- dryer
No pets. One year lease
tral heat, new furniture _ and
$225 deposit required
and carpet. Near univer- $225 per month. Phone
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile 733-2622 or 753-3865.
Home Court 753-5209.
3 bedroom trailer for rent Newly decorated one
on Hwy. 299 between bedroom
Stella and Kirksey. 489- $175.00 per apartment
month. Call
2539 or 435-4193.
Spann Realty Associates
753-7771
Two bedroom mobile
home for rent fully furnished $140.00. Call 753- HOUSES FOR RENT
1879 after 5:30.
,
Two bedroom mobile House for rent in
home for rent fully fur- Westwood unfurnished,
nished $150.00. Call 753- central heat and
fireplace. 753-4502.
1879 after 5:30.
12 x 60, all electric, 2
bedroom, furnished, has
washer & dryer. In city.
Only $150. Also 2 bedroom
10 x 57, furnished, only

3 bedroom furnished or
BUSINESS RENTALS unfurnished
newly
redecorated on shady
.
lot garden space outMild
side the city. 753-5209

Weeehease
storage Spoke .
Fee Beet
73347S11.

i bedroom house own in
stove $135.00 _month. Calf
437-4462 nights 437-4569.

No losing

3 bedroom house $165.00
month. Call 437-4462
nights 437-4569.

1,2 3 bedroom Nib hoe
SI65.08 eer 111. No-

Impel alt Newly tow
staled cote hot old air,
wooed, Mhos Whom
Office Noun Noe.-fri. 4:011
1280 Now
Northwood it
Nwray. Ky.
5011594911
teal Nonug Oeetindeill

Two or three bedroom
house, 1h acre lot, newly
decorated, carpeted, in
Lynn Grove. Also three
bedroom, two. bath, all
electric with fireplace.
Two miles south on 641.
Coleman R.E. 753-9898.
Two houses near university, 3100.00 deposit,
$108.00 per month rent.
Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.

Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Furnished Apts. EfficienLanding on the Coast
cy, 1 or 2 bedrooms. Guard Road. $12.5.00 a
Zimmerman Apts. S. month plus utilities.
16th. 753-6609.
Deposit required. 502-436.5353.
Enjoy country atmosphere and conve- Five room house four
nience of town in a miles East. Large kitHamlet North Apart- chen, stove, city water.
ment. 2 bedroom town Couples, references
houses available. 753-7559 $150.00. Call 753-7551.
or 753-7550.

'
37. LIVESTOCK

Two apartments for rent
SUPPLIES
one single bedroom, one
two bedroom furnished or Registered Appaloosa
unfurnished. 753-8730 Filly 2 years old 5400.00.
before 5 p.m. or 753-6965 Will hold until Christmas.
after 54iin.
436-2676.
1 bedroom furnished 38. PETS-SUPPLIES
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2 Heating boarding
blocks from hospital. No facilities for Thanksgivpets. Lease and deposit ing Holidays. Reasonable
required. Call 753-9208 rates also grooming.
Miniature Schurars pupafter 4p.m.
pies and Stud service.
Furnished 1 bedroom Other breeds by special
apartment. No children order. Hidden Valley
Kennels 435-4506.
or pets. Call 753-3913.
K1R rerman Shepard
apartfurnished
Two
ments. Each two puppies, 28 champions
bedrooms, gas heat, and 5 generations: Also
water included. Apart- guard dogs, registered
ment with washer, dryer, American Eskimo Spitz
1240; without $220. puppies. 502-554-2153.
Deposit, references re- Six month old Black
quired. 305 N. 7th near Great Dane, full
Health Center. 153-9476 pedigree, cropped ears,
days,901-247-5-455 nights. fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753New two bedroom duplex ,6527.
in Northwood with
refrigerator and stove, 11. PUBLIC SALE
dishwasher and disposal,
washer and dryer hook- Moving sole starts
up, carpet, carport, patio, 13th. Furniture
desks
central heat and air. No pliances

children, no _pets.
References. 1200.00
deposit, $285.00 per
month. 753-3018 after 6
p.m.

IIKTIA ISIS. IF.)1111K01)

Fri.
apand
lotsmore. Everything
must go. Includes 1978
1
2
Ford Van. Hwy. 280 3/
miles past East Calloway
School.

HEALTH PROBLEMS?
Stan With Computerized Testing; Nut4.
tional Deficieng Test for supplemental
needs; Food Category for your best
• health diet.

NUTRITIONAL CONSULTANT
WILL EXPLAIN YOUR.NEEPS
CALL
753-2613

HORNBUCKLEBARBER SHOP
223 L. P. Miler it. teases Imo Csrampelvtfieteti

Specializing in Senior Citizens
,
liar Oft; Mot Open Hours
Mon., Tues.,Thin., Fri., Sat
8-12 731.36$5
For Appendant

43:11WEtate

Eztreardinary
Cottle

rano

Over 1111 acres of I
clover sad (facet
pastures, 3 ponds. OW
meamene water trough,
2 we& and 3 excellent
barns, woven wire
fences all around plum
exiesier fences Farm ur
In A-1 condition tuned
eed fertilised reguLak

-t ---Web ThsPio*Tomb

MOVE IN
TODAY
five miles from
Murray on 1'i
acres, 2 bedroom,
bath, nice living
room, eat in kitchen, outside
storage. Check it
out at $28,500.
,f-,1110ICE LOCATION
SO S. two lots
(100x375' each),
only short distance
from city. Commercial or
building site. City
water available.

1200 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502 753.1492

110 North 12th Street
fronting McDonalds. Lot.
61x190 zoned B-4. Prime
location for office Or
business with room for
expansion and large parking lot. Call C. 0. Bondurant Realty 753-4360 or
Claud Miller Real Estate
753-5064.

REAL ESTATE
7534080
Proles/mow Ser.ices
itt. The F mod.

. COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
FOR SALE
OR LEASE
711 S. 12th St.,
Ideal location for
business, commercially zoned.
Building needs
renovating.
Parking space to
accomodate 60
cars. Okner will
leaf, on 10 yrs.
base, or two 5 yrs.
options. Contact
Body-Majors for
details.
WHY
PAY
RENT
701 Vine St. This
newly decorated,
newly carpeted, 2
b.r. home has 2
fireplaces, one in
living room, one in
rec room in basement, central gas
floor furnace, air
conditioning,
draperies included.
Walking dist ance
to hospital,
downtown, shopping, new wexterior siding.
Owner loss your
gain at $26,900.

24021,0
753-1222
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north ot Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND
80 ACRES
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Mural*. Land in41*-!
1
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres tendable. Offered at only
$62,500 through'
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

I3 rinrr7711T-

311E

49 USED CAR
Attention Monte can.
Lovers 1971 Monte Carle
3 way black very "Kid
condition 13 100 10 firm
N Kt order ier 753)04

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
Is years ex
, sr - et sus?
per once Carpentry, con
.
sour nOlnit
crete, pit/Abeng, rooting.
1,u • IN' AtJ V 0.04; want 11
sliding NO JOB TO
nioy spa( ious living
SMALL Free esttmeoes
with quite and preys( y yet 1979
Days 474 2739, nights 474
Mazda
R
X7
low
only minutes from town mileage.
n76
one
owner,
all
Call today Spann Realty options. C•11233 AU.
Atsc.7S377a.
osomancelerv- lsov‘

\,,•te•

MI Ti-7 Triumph tow asacad we reeeerson all.
mileage, air, extra sharp Dryers. washers.
refrigerators. stoves and
Call 437 4427
freezers 759 1722

3 BR t.i-ih.
with douLii

and lots te
Call Spann Kraft)
tee for details

Of

Sole
1979 Ford Tonno. 2

LOTS FOR SALE

4.4

o
753-1222

door, 6 reign*, one
owlet, local cat

PU RDOMS

40 acres ' mile highway
OldeseeWle
frontage Route 1346 next
holm
to Irvin Cobb esort
Ceddlow
541,000, 113000.00 down
mini
MO W.IOW,
owner financing Will ac
trailer
- cept boat or travel
or trade in. Write Bill Of 1973 Camaro AM FM,
tesen Carbondale, Ill. Or power and air, runs good.
call 618-549 3002 after 5 Two new tires Needs
m
paint 11100.00 247 4170
after 5.00.
45 FARMS FOR SALE _

GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situat. ed
beautifully with a
42 acres of farm land
private drive and a
located between Hwy 94
stocked pond. You
East and Ky. MO on Les
can do sr le great
Todd Road. Only 33/10
relp,.\\90 and
miles from Lake and 5
miles East of Murray 22
your own
fish",
acres of bottom land 1.5
private retreat.
1971 Fiat, 35 inks
acres pasture remainConcrete block
per gallon, excellent
no tinacr. Call 436 2372.
basement with
condition.
46. HOMES FOR SAL '
roof goes withthe
property. Price . House.for sale or rent
1972 Grand Torino,
Call 7510412.
just lowered to
real sharp,ixtrinico.
$10,000 and owner
Home for sale 13 percent
morgage terms Call 489
will finance.
1979 Monte Code,
2881.
Phone any
looded with oil extras
Older home on commer
member of the
Th3-1113
cial lot near downtown
Kopperud Realty
Call
Price
to
sell.
area
Home Team at 753Purd-om- & Thurman
1222 for all the
Realty 753-4456
50 USED TRUCKS
details. -Price just
1978 Chevrolet Scottsdale
Unique log home three low mileage
reduced.
sharp
bedroom, central gas truck. Call 753-6084 or 753
NOT JUST
basement.
with
full
heat
9648.
A HOME...
Assumable loan Call
AN ESTATE
Purdom 8s. Thurman 1973 mteiItationai'farm
Realty 753 4456
OF MIND
truck. 14 ft flat bed price
Beautiful 4 or 5 -14Orne for Sale by owner, $2850.00. Call 753 8061.
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
bedroom, 3 bath
condition, immediate 1973 Cheyenne pickup
Gatesborough
possession. Three Chevrolet for sale 762
home on a . duble
bedroom brick over 1400 4696
lot. There are two
sq. ft. living area. Fully 1972 Ford 34 ton camper
carpeted. Phone Paducah special automatic
heat pumps with a
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 power steering
humidifier, cenpower
or after 5:00 p.m. SU- brakes
has paneled
tral'vacuum
MO.Ask for KertAdamS. camper topper. 753 3674.
system, intercom,
New 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
Jeeps, Cars, and
automatic garage
built in appliances Must Surplus
TruckS available Many
door opener, wet
sell. $30, 000. Call 489- sell for under 1200 00.
Call
2670
bar, and two
312 742-1143 Ext. 2641 for
patios. Everything
information on how to
47 MOTORCYCLES
purchaSe
you need for com1978 750 E Suzuki custom
fortable, leisurely
SO GMC %ten conversion.
seat and mag wheels
family living. Call
very good condition low Fully customized with
for an appointmiles l) 650 00 753-3940. refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
ment today, 753Custom made leather bed), rally wheels
1222, Kopperud
jackets, trousers, hats. custom paint and Cap
Realty. We are
Minor shoe repair. Mur- tains chair,. 13,000 miles
ray Leather Shop, Dix - Reply to 7A-5014.
members of Multieland Center. 759 9633
ple listing service.
51 CAMPERS
48 AUTO SERVICES

For
Sale

Owner financing
available and price
reduced on extra good
immaculately kept. 5
room brick plus basement
and unfinished upstairs at

'Stove

32.
...".."
A131...11.111111
rmgrnrirT

NUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

UPIIt ASSUatiP.
Mont Yes you con'
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property
however. and in many
cases they are more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller • Mon
troditiogpl methods
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
averoge home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase
the demand for alternative methods of bu',.
ing and selling increase
correspondingly Cur
rently, more thon 50%
of oil real estate tron
soctions imolve one or
more alternative financing methods. .
methods that ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of pro
perty.
. methods
ovoilable to you

753-2876.

2 bedroom house for rent.
refrigerator and
gas heat. $135.00 month.
437-4462 nights 437-4569.

MIE

13 REAL

KALMAR
1S31111
4.1
"PIP01161.06101 %MPG

CENTER
RIDGE
SUBDIVISION
New listing - 2
b.r., 2-bath, B.V.
and framehome,
electric heat,
range,
refrigerator,
fireplace with
stove insert, all
draperies included, wall -to-wall
carpeting, close to
lake. See this soonat only $32,000.
HAMMER AND
SAW AND A
LITTLE
INITIATIVE
This is a well constructed lake cottage that is
suitable for a permanent home for a
small family. Not
finished inside
which will allow
the purchaser to
select their own
arrangements and
colors. Wooded
lakeview lot. A
good buy at
$15,900.
Wish The blood* Tomb

eieM
wants to serve you!
OWNER FINANCING is available tor the business
operation approximately five miles south of Murray
on Highway 121. Builting with living quarters
upstairs; one acre of land; all the equipment you
need for a restaurant-grocery! Excellont location
with lots of potential! Owner will sacrifice at
•
539,500.00!
MINIMUM DOWN-PAYMENT with financing
available will buy the hosuuse at 1000 Olive! Four
bedrooms, two baths, two fireplaces, carpet, op
plionces and excellent location mokes this house
worth for more than the $35,000 00 the owner is
asking.
Located East of Murray in Pottertown area you will
-find this 27 acre form with three acres of tobacco
base just waiting for your inspection. New born,
well'and nice building spot complete your dream
Priced at 535,000.00 but offers are encouraged'

Batteries 2 year battery
$26 95 exchanged, 3 year
531 95 exchanged, 4 year
$3795 exchanged, 5 year
541 95 exchanged. Rick's
Auto Service 901 642 1623.

Coll RORER TS REALTY today at 753-1651 to make your
opooissintent. ROBERTS REALTY con assist you in op
;wends, property raoneisensio, listings end soles
litoweitor of M. L. S.

0145M
,E A L

USED CARS

AUTO AUCTIO(1
South Central Bell
Surplus Vehicles
Jim Tates
Auto Auction
November 19,
•Utility Trucks
•Sobarbeas
*9eas

sob
Kopper. Bob s Ao
.sasooce Service 783
PSUIipmerviegt

by

Si ?SS an or 753 11186

Alammeom Service .Lo
ilunitleaM mid tiell
Ildtet custom trim
work. References Call
Will Ed Batley. 7530689.
We accept green hides for
fanning Murray Leather
Shop Dix reland Shopping
Center 759 9633
Will strip and refinish fur
niture Murray Leather
Shop Dixieland Shopping
Center 759 9633

K I. K Sho-fhp nrnovof
Do. you nee+, stump%
removed from yoor yet ,1
or land cleared or
stumps') We can remoye
stumps up to 21- below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. C.,.
for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Boo
Kenn Jr 41S 1319
Vacuum cleaners Kirby
Electrolux, Filter Queen
Rainbow with all at
tachments. alt good as
new 1179 00 Call Pat s
001 642 7173

Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, shap
Mg, complete
All your plumbing and air and more Call removal
DOVER'S
conditioning .needs. Atso TREE SERVICE,
for peo
painting,
carpentry,
do
feuional
tree
care 753
All
concrete.
roofing and
1536
work done to satisfaction
753.7211.
Automobile mechanic
will do work on autonIattc
and all gaioline engined
Roy's Carpenter Shop trucks All work gone
Custom cabinets, wood !parenting, Call 477 4546
Working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in STASONED FIREWOOD
old cars. Eight foot Mixed hardwoods 18 24
starter kitchen $43$00 available 12150 a rick
delivered Call John
Call 753 4124.
8over at 753 8536
Will clean basements, at
tics, garages, haul away For your lime hauling And
lime spreading whit,junk. Call 436 2292.
rock.
gravel. sand
coal hauling call 753 4545
Firewood for sale $20.00 or see Rodger Hudson
rick delivered. Call 136 located ny miles east or'
2292
Hwy 91

Will sharpen hand saws.
chain saws and skill Saws
call 753 4656
_
CARPET CCEANIN‘,
Free estimates Salisted
references Vibra Va.
P & 0 Lawn SerVIce Mow steam or quick dryclean
Small tree and ing LEE'S CARPE r
intl.
hedge trimming. Free CLEANING,753 5.827
Estimates 436-2997.
Professional office and
Guttering by Sears. Sears building maintenance
cOntinuous gutters install daily or weekly Lee s
eci Per YOur specifics Carpet Cleaning 753 5877
tiorts. Call Sears 753 2310
Will inspect and (lean
for free estimate.
chimneys 491 1951
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning We shampoo carpets
roof's sealed, patio awn guaranteed references,
Ines, and house type roofs reasonable 759 9633

Leaf Removal - Let T&D
Landscaping and Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently.
Free estimates 759-1913.

for mobile homes 753
1873. Jack Glover.

Asphalt driveways and
perking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753 2310.

Floor Sanding &
finishing 354 6127
paneling
Carpenter
etc 30 years experient e
436 2253
Don't put off getting eJur
favorite sofa or chai•
reupholstered because of
the long wait for its
return. We offer one week
service. Also take ad.
vantage of our year end
sPecial. Say you saw this
ad and save 15.0.00 on any
sofa and chair combine
tion Bill's Upholstery 104
S 13th

3843

Dial-A-Service
(asp This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Kandy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
e.m.-Mideight 7 Days A Week
Phenol 753-5351/753-5352

911

Poison
Control
753-7588

CHIMNEY

DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
AN Types Moneys
Monet esul Repair
feepkt
412 8913
Dey
753 4150

Aluminum
Service
Co.
aRI Vhiyf
Siam, Costro trim
verb. Iteltreaces.
Coll WWI Ed Bailey,
753-0489.
Alessiwm

loyal A McCiere

Murray-Callsma7
County Hospital

153-5131

1981 6:00

PAL

WHIRLPOOL
WESTINGHOUSE
20

Concrete and moots and
brick
Basements ALCOA ALUMINUM
driveways. sidewalks and SIDING or vinyl poirt%
storm cellars 20 year and trim Aluminum trim
experience and ire. for -brkk houses Jeck
estimates 753 S476
Glover 713 1873

Want to buy used motor
home 24 foot or smaller
Call 753-0114.

S. 12TH AT SYCAMORE

IURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

1978 Champion 25 ft.
motor home. All extras
absolutely mint. 4100
miles. Call 753-4389

SERviCf
K ENMORE

APPLiANCE'

MADE
AAA CUST
CABINETS. bookcases.
music centers. etc
Reasenebee 1.111 7566

Carpet Cleaning Clean
odor free carpet, last
longer and smells better
1972 Monte Carlo highest
For free estimates call
bid last bid be taken on
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning,
Nov 23rd. Call 474-2342
753-9126. Experienced and
reliable.
1972 Grand Prix all SERVICES OF
Alexander Septic Tank P rotest- n-71er
power, air, good runn
ing condition. Call 474- Cleaning. Vacuum clean wiperhanging, painting,
ed from your driveway. farm buildings, top, sides.
2211 ask for Joe_
Industrial, residential,
Commercial or
1977 Lamer° good condior commercial, 24 hour residential. Call Tremon
tion, '305 engine, Call 767service. Call 153-5933.
Farris. 759 1987.
49

Just steps from shopping, schools and banking is
the house at 514 South 13th' One of the neatest you
con find! Three bedrooms, cornet throughout, floor
furnace, storm doors and windows Your inspection
is invited!
Only minutes from Mersey and only yards from
Southwest Elementary School is this three bedroom
brick with one and a KWIioths. One and a half
acres House in excellent condition with nice built
ins. Ideal home ond location for that growing fomi
Iy

Heavy duty Datsun
camper top. 753 5499
$125.00.

sea'',now
TPet( %.4
Call Seers 153
tree estimate for your
needs

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

For Whoinferseetien caN
753.1300

P

Rust Signs
Minis
Truck
'Letter
Celli Leaf
All Types
of Sign Work

-

Police
911

al)
Qualify Seriicf.
Company
Hestia, end Air Con
elthonsne Soles Soles
end Service Modern
Skeet Merril lt Service
Departments

753-9290

Omar
OMNIKRUM
CAPUT& & CETUS
WOMPWOOSIN
•eatessem rionea
KOMISIMT WORN

(mom

75.$49441

array
leader

Slop
minim toga
/18-1133
Leather gifts:
Purses, billfolds,
belts, -ett Minor
Sh0e, Repair,
Custom ',rricid.e

leather items.

Super Savings On In-Stock
Formal and Casual Dinnerware!
Service For Eight
Casual Patterns

14993 Reg. To

Service For Eight
Formal Patterns

16995

Service For Twelve
Format Patterns

29995 Reg. To $ 1

400°'

Reg. To600°°

100

Starter sets

1 6995
9995 -Reg. To 22000

5995

Reg'. To

iml e roup o erying iow s n
Platters For Holiday Entertaining!

6500

Reg. To

Shop Early For Best
Selection and Values

The Annual Event You've Been
Waiting For...Is Now
Even Better Than Ever!

Hours:10:00-5°:30•Monday-Saturday
Cash•Visa*Master Charge and Layaway

*Your One-Stop Christina

•

